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A BSTRACT 
The bjective of thi  tud I S  to ut i l ize the avai lable residual pressure at  Fujairah 
Tran mi ion l ine in order to sa e energy, operat ion and maintenance costs, and sti l l  
del iver the required water to  the end users of  the distribution network. Tllis ha  been 
achieved b bypa sing the exist ing pumping stations ( i .e .  AARS Reservoir and pumping 
tat ions in addition to the local reservoir and pumping stations of each area) .  The 
po ibi l ity of transients, surge and cavitations occurrence was studied via a comprehensive 
transient imulation to make sure that the proposed bypassing wi l l  not have any impact on 
the upstream transmission system by any operat ing conditions of the di stribution system . A 
number of water demand scenarios in each zone of the ci ty, in which the avai lable energy 
is u ual ly a ted under the current operating conditions were studied in the proposed 
bypass. 
Suitable o lutions were proposed such as Pressure Rel ieve Valves and Air Valves to 
e l iminate or at lea t to minimize unacceptable performances. In  addition, the remaining 
residual pre sure in  the l ine was ensured to be suffic ient to del iver water to the end users in 
the studied areas. Final ly,  the annual savings including energy operat ion and maintenance 
co ts was estimated to be AED 4.06 M i l l ion (about 1.11 USD)  whi le  the capital cost of the 
proposed bypass was estimated to be AED 6.6 Mi l l ion (1.81 USD). Such saving is 
associated with about 1 year and 8 month ' s  payback period. 
Thi study wi l l  help in  reducing the cost of potable water del ivery to end consumers in Al 
Ain region by reducing operat ion costs, maintenance costs spare parts, manpower etc . . .  
through uti l izing avai lable residual pressure in the transmission l ines. In addition, this 
stud wi l l  save power consumption that can be ut i l ized in other fields or altematively 
reduce power generation. This may have a positive impact on our environment by reducing 
the amount of CO2 generated during power production. Existing pumps that wi l l  be 
decommissioned can be uti l ized e lsewhere and thus saves the cost of purchasing new 
pumps. Final ly, this study wi l l  improve the potable water quality by reduc ing or even 
el iminating the stagnant t ime of water in the storage tanks .  This is in l ine with the current 
national efforts trying to achieve ful l  integration of the transmission with the downstream 
distribution systems.  
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C H A PTE R I 
I NTRODUCTI O N  
1 . 1 Gen eral Backgrou nd 
In  the nited Arab Emirate (UAE), Desal ination plants are considered the main source of 
potable water. Main demand for water inc lude domestic, forestry and agricultural uses. 
Water demand has historical ly grown at a s l ight ly  faster rate than electric i ty demand . The 
tem-con trained supply of water from generation and desal ination plants has increased 
fTom 1 82 .9 Mi l l ion Imperial Gal lon per Day (MI GD) in 1 998 to 483 MIGD in 2006. The 
total annual water supply from generation and desal ination plants has increased from 
66,772 M I G  in 1 998 to 1 76,457 M IG in  2006. Water i s  transmitted through main pipel ines 
of 600mm to 1 600mm diameter and pwnping stations. Distribution to customers is carried 
out through main pipe l ines of less than 600mm diameter and, in some remote areas, 
through road tankers. F igure 1 .1 shows the water capacity versus production in UAE 
wherea Figure 1 .2 shows water production and transmission faci l it ies in UAE in 2006 [1 ] .  
Due to the low sel l ing cost (c lose to zero) of desal inated water in the Emirate of Abu 
Dhabi,  people used to conswne the costly, high quality desa l inated water in fields that 
require lower water qual i ty such as i rrigation, c leaning, gardening, car wash, etc . . .  This 
results in h igh water consumption per capita ( 1 74 gal lon/capita/day) in the UAE, which is 
considered one of the highest water consumption rates per capita in the world. 
I n  order to secure sustainable fresh water several strategic plans were set to supply fresh 
water under the pressure of water shortage. A l  Fuj airah-AIAin project (via twin 1 600mm 
d iameter) and Showaihat project (via twin 1 200mm d iameter) are two of these strategic 
plans used as new altematives for AI-A in region. Al Fujairah - Al Ain project consists of 
several Tap Offs connected to these l ines (around 1 5  Tap Offs) to supply the demands of 
different areas along the l ines. 
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Figure 1 .2 :  Water production and transmission faci l it ies i n  2006 in  U AE [ 1 ]  
The suppl ied water i n  these l ines is  produced from a desal ination plant in  AI-Fujairah then 
pumped to the top of nearby mountains, where an intermediate reservoir exists, through 
three working pumps and one standby, with 6,3 1 4  m3/hr flow and 502-meter water column 
2 
(m W ) head each. Fol lowing the intermediate reservoir the water is provided through the 
l ine b gra it having average pre sure of 65 m WC.  
The water i suppl ied to far areas, reaching to 300km, from the desal ination plants using 
b 0 ter-pumping station along with the transm ission pipelines. These transmission 
pipel ine inc lude water storage tank to cover the emergency water demands in both AI-
in and Abu Dhabi . More expansion on water production, transmis ion and di stribution is 
on the wa to cater the future demands unt i l  2020. 
There are two members in Abu Dhabi Water and Electric ity Authority (ADWEA) related 
to this study, namel TRA SCQ and AADC . Transmission Company (TRA SCQ) was 
establ ished in 1 999 to monitor the quantity and quality of water transmission, operate 
pumping stations and tran port the water from the production fac i l it ies to the distribut ion 
networks in AI-Ain Distribution Company (AADC).  AADC was establi shed to monitor the 
quantity and qual ity of the water distribution, operate di stribut ion-pumping stations and 
transport the water from Al Ain Reception Station (AARS ) to the end user. More 
information about AARS wi l l  be e laborated in chapter 3 .  
I n  the A E ,  transmission systems, managed by TRA SCQ are usual ly separated from 
distribution systems. managed by AADC, by having large storage with booster pumping 
stations. The avai lable residual pressure in transmission l ines is  wasted by dumping the 
potable water in AARC big reservoirs, where atmospheric pressure exists. Eventual ly the 
water is being pumped again to the di stribution systems. 
Fujairah Water Transmission System (FWTS) was designed based on the need of a 
reservoir at each branch with a boosting pumping set, before getting to the consumers . 
However, after signing an interface agreement between the transmission and distribut ion 
companies, the integration of the transmission system with the distribution is more feasible 
than it was before. This agreement resulted in direct cOIU1ection of many bulk water 
consumers to the transmission system and less administrative and logistical obstacles. I t  
also mandates certain criteria to  be  met for direct consumers' connections before operating 
them . At the interface point, special instal lat ions are needed such as double isolation 
valves, flow control valves, cert ified and regularly cal ibrated flow meters, pressure 
e lements and water qual i ty measuring elements for chlorine residual PH,  and conducti ity. 
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1 .2 Problem Statement, Work Pr inciple a n d  O bj ect ives 
The e'i ting y tern contains two main ystems (Tran mission and Distribut ion). 
Transmis  i n l ines del iver the potable water from main desal ination plant in Fujairah to 
AR with arri al re idual pre sure of about 6.5 bars where the scope of work of 
TRA end and the cope of work of Al Ain Distribution Company (AADC ) starts. 
The pre ure is then k i l led when the water is dumped in AARS reservoirs. After that , the 
water i pumped again to the zone distribution pumping station with about 3 bars where the 
pres ure i k i l led again and the water is dumped in their reservoirs. Final ly the water is 
pumped again with 3 bars to the di tribution systems. Figure 1 . 3 depicts the existing 
s tem. 
The possibil ity of transients, urge, and cavitations OCCUlTence are studied VIa a 
comprehensive transient simulation to make sure that the proposed bypassing wi l l  not have 
any impact on the upstream transmission system by any operating conditions of the 
distribution system. A number of water demand scenarios in each zone of the city, in 
\ hich the avai lable energy i s  usual ly wasted under the current operating conditions, are 
studied in the proposed bypass. Suitable solutions are explained to e l iminate or at least 
m inimize unacceptable performances . In addition, it is required to ensure that the 
remaining residual pressure in the l ine is enough to del iver water to the end users in the 
studied areas. Final ly, the amount of the saved energy is determined which wi l l  reflect the 
amount of energy and money saved taking into consideration the bypassing costs. 
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Figure 1 . 3 :  Existing system 
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1 .3 Met hodology 
In order to achie e the objective everal ta ks are required and were carried out as 
ummarized: 
1 .  nder tand the e i ting situation, upply scenario , controls, water networks layout, 
etc . . .  
2 .  Col lect actual de ign and operat ing data such as pumps data, pipel ines diameters, water 
flow , re idual pressures, upply patterns, etc . . .  from different sources l ike 
TRA CO, AADC, field,  or other element party. 
3. et up hydraulic simulation model using spec ial ized simulation software ( Info Water) to 
s imulate the existing s ituations using the col lected data and compare the results with 
actual data such as residual pressure at each area, water flows, etc . . .  
4. tudy d ifferent demand scenarios for which the avai lable pressure in the transmission 
l ines i uti l ized, taking into considerat ion the impacts of normal and abnormal 
operat ion conditions of the downstream distribution system . 
5 .  Set up  hydraul ic s imulat ion model s  for the new proposed scenarios where the impact of 
several operation conditions wi l l  be presented. 
6 .  Propo e uitable protection devices such as Pressure Relieve Valves (PRVs) Air 
Valves etc . . .  for the new proposed system taking into consideration the uti l ization of 
the existing protection devices with suitable settings and locations associated with 
different demand patterns. 
7. Study the performance of the proposed system and the potent ial of surge generation 
due to the new changes by setting up a transient simulation using special ized software 
( I nfo Surge) considering different operations scenarios. The output of tlus simulation 
wi l l  help in addressing the surge generation in the pipe networks, evaluate the 
suitabi l i ty and performance of the existing surge vessels, suggest proper controls  and 
provide basis for recommendation of possible modifications when needed . 
8 .  Estimate the power savi ng, operation costs, and maintenance costs in addition to the 
capital costs associated with new modifications. 
9. Summarize all results, outcomes, recommendations, conc lusion and suggestions, and 
provide a basic feasibi l i ty study for future detai led designs. 
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1 .4 tudy Impacts 
This tud) i l l  help in reduc ing the cost of potable water del ivery to end consumers in Al 
Ain region by reduc ing op rat ion co t , maintenance costs, pare parts, manpower, etc . . .  
thr ugh ut i l izing avai lable re idual pres ure in the tran mission l ines. In addition, tius 
tudy \ i l l  a e power con umption which can be uti l ized in other fields or alternatively 
reduce power generation . This may have a positive impact on the environment by reduc ing 
the amount of CO2 generated during power production. Existing pumps that wi l l  be 
decommi ioned can be uti l ized el sewhere and thus saves the cost of purchasing new 
pump . Final ly, the stud wi l l  improve the potable water qual ity by reduc ing or even 
el iminating the stagnant time of water in the storage tanks. This can be achieved by 
providing ne system that directly connects the transmission and the distribution systems.  
1 .5 T h esis  Conte n ts 
Thi document inc ludes six other chapter . Chapter 2 presents theoretical background and 
re lated case studies of hydraulics and transients. In addition, chapter two addresses some 
ca e tudie of applied transients model l ing in pressurized water network . At the end of 
thi chapter, the s imulation software used in this study ( Info Water and InfoSurge) is 
described. I n  chapter 3, a general overview of the existing situation is presented, and 
detai led information of AARS and related areas in part icular are discussed. This inc ludes 
demand patterns for each area, existing pumps and control fittings, and operational 
conditions. Chapter 4 presents setup the hydraulic simulation models including inputs; 
introduces the study of possible bypassing scenarios taki ng into account the potable water 
requirement in each area, and final ly proposes the optimum bypass scenario. In addition a 
simulation of current system using Info Water software and model verification i s  
elaborated. I n  Chapter 5 ,  performance of the proposed bypass scenario is evaluated using 
Info Water and InfoSurge software under different operat ion conditions ( i .e .  nonnal and 
abnormal operation conditions). Chapter 6 presents a cost analysis of bypass proposal with 
estimated payback period. Chapter 7 inc ludes summery of tasks, findings cost estimates 
conclusions and recommendations of the study. 
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C HAPT E R  I I  
TH E O R ETICA L  BACKGROUND 
Appl 'ing principle that are wel l -e tabl ished and easy-to-understand result in designing a 
pipel ine to operate under steady-state conditions. Placing the l ine into service might not be 
safe if no enough design provisions and operational procedures are provided . I f  the pipe 
friction. minor losses, or aging factors are not exact this leads to the fact that the actual 
Dow is just l ightly different from the calculated flow. Engineers usual ly face serious 
problems with pipel ines because of ca itation or unsteady flow condit ions that occur 
either during fi l l ing the l ine, whi le mak ing intentional changes or changes caused by 
power fai lure to pumps, accidental opening or closing of a valve, etc. 
The mo t critical t ime in the l i fe of the pipe, especial ly long l ines over h i l ly terrain, can be 
the init ial fi l l ing, pressurizing, and flushing out of the air. During fi l l i ng operat ions, 
transient pre UTe generated can eas i ly exceed the safe operat ing range of the pipe. It is 
more compl icated to analyze a system to Figure out the type and magnitudes of possible 
hydraulic transients than to perform the steady-state calculations. A huge number of 
pipel ines results into fai lure because some pract icing engineers have not had adequate 
exposure to the analysis of unsteady flow topic, as it is a relat ively advanced topic. 
Problems related to unsteady flows might be neglected [ 2 ] .  
I n  this chapter, theoretical aspects related to the hydraul ic s imulation of  pressurized water 
networks are elaborated. This includes the fol lowing simulation conditions: 
• Steady state conditions 
• Gradual unsteady flow conditions 
• Rapid unsteady flow conditions (Hydraul ic Transients) 
Fol lowing the above coverage a number of case studies of appl ied transients model l ing in 
pressurized water network are discussed then a brief introduction about the software 
packages uti l i zed in this study is presented . 
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2.1 Steady State Con d i t ions  Si mulat ion 
When the Do and pre ure do not change with time or maintain a state of relati e 
equilibrium even after undergoing fluctuations or transformation , flow is considered 
tead . Wh n the h draulic conditions ha e reached equilibrium, steady flow hydraulic 
modelling can pro id a snapshot of the condition in water networks. 
Belo are the main equations u ed in simulat ing a steady tate flow in pipe networks. 
The equation are :  
• ontinuity Equation Conservation of Mass) 
• Consen'ation of Energy 
o Energy Equation with Pumps 
• ystem of Equat ions 
2. 1 . 1 Contin u ity Equation (Conservation of Mass) 
A Continuit Equation is a d ifferential equation that describes the conservative transport of 
orne kind of quantity (\ ater flow in our case ) .  Equation 2. 1 represents the continuity 
equation at a node where the total flow entering a node is equal to the total flow leaving the 
same node. 
LQin = 1:Qout at a node 
Where : 
Qin i s  the inl et flow rate 
Qout is the outlet flow rate 
2. 1 .2 Conservation of Energy 
(2 . 1 )  
The low of conservation of energy states that the total amount of energy in any isolated 
system remains constant but cannot be recreated, although it may change forms, e .g .  
friction turns k inetic energy into thermal energy. Equation 2 .2 describes the conservat ion 
of energy low. 
dzldt = (Qm - Qout)/ A (2 .2)  
where 
A is horizontal surface area of the reservoir 
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Z 1 the e levation of water surface in the reservoir above pecific datum 
t i t ime 
Qin i inflow into the re ervoir 
QOUI i out flow from the re ervoir 
Energy Equation in Case of Pwnps 
A pwnp head might be added to the pressure head static head and velocity head. The 
energy can be obtained in form of Bernoulli equation for steady-state flow by balancing the 
energy betv een two points (example points 1 and 2) in the system. Equation 2 .3  describes 
the Bernoulli equat ion. 
Where: 
p = Pressure (N/m2, Ib/ft2) 
y = pecific weight (N/m3 , Ib/ft3) 
z = Elevation at the centroid (m ft )  
V = Velocity ( m/s, ftlsec . )  
g = Gravitational acceleration constant (m/s2, ft/sec?) 
hp = Head gain from a pump (m ,  ft )  
hL  = Combined headless (m,  ft) 
(2. 3 )  
Hydraulic Grade Lines ( H G L )  and Energy Lines ( E L )  are graphical forms o f  Bernoulli 
equation. Hydraulic Grade Line represents the piezometric head, or the sum of the 
elevation head (z), and the pressure head (ply). While Energy L ine represents the total 
energy (head) available to the fluid, which includes Hydraulic Grade and the velocity head 
(V2
2/2g) .  Energy Line is the height to which, a colwnn of water would rise in a pitot tube. 
At big reservoirs, where the velocity is essentially zero, the EGL is equal to the HGL, as 
can be seen in Figure 2. 1 and F igure 2 .2 .  
1 0  
2. 1.3 Y tern of Equation 
y tern equation can b developed by applying the continuity equation at all nodes, and the 
nerg quation at a l l  pipes. ystem equat ion is developed and solved u ing suitable 
numerical tecJmiques in order to detelm ine either unknown nodal pressure or unknown 
pipe flows. 
2.2 Gra d u a l  Unsteady Flow Con d i tions  
Due to  demand changes during the day, unsteady state conditions of  water flows occur. 
U ing Extended Period Simulation ( EPS)  approach ( step-wise (quasi-steady state ) dynamic 
imulation), such conditions can be model led. 
In order to solve an EPS, the fol lowing information is required : 
• Operat ional controls  
• odal demands as a function of t ime 
• Ph sical description of the tank 
EPS involves a series of steady state simulations with tank levels  being updated between 
steady state analyses. Tank water level (WL)  at any t ime ( t )  is described as fol lows: 
WLt+�t = WLt ± (Qpl X �t) / AT 
Where: 
Qpl i the flow in  pipe p at t ime t where the pipe p is connected to the tank 
AT i the tank area. 
(2 .4)  
The positive s ign i s  used in case of flow (Qpt ) is  entering the tank; whi le the negative sign 
i s  used in case of flow; (Qpt) leaving the tank . Although an additional relationship 
describing changes in  tank levels  i s  required for EPS,  simultaneous quasi-l inear equations 
can be solved for pipe flows and nodal heads for steady state and EPS .  The t ime step 
between tank level changes in an EPS is typical ly hourly increment which is acceptable 
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2.3 Hyd raul ic  T ran s ien ts 
Any un tead flow condition may be termed a " Transient" . This term rna also refer to a 
ituation in hich conditions continual ly vary with time or to transition flow between two 
tead - tate conditions, the latter being most common. xamples would be changing the 
etting of a valve or turning on a pump. The larger the incremental change and the faster 
that change takes plac , the greater the transient pressme. The pipe can be ruptured or 
equipment and machiner can be damaged, if the high transient pressmes are not taking 
into con ideration during the design of the piping system or if controls are not included to 
l imit the amount of head rise. 
The term fluid tran ient is  used to encompass all situations as transients can occur in gases 
as wel l  a l iquids and since thi s  study deals  with l iquids, the term hydraul ic  transient is  
used. S ince the noise associated with transients in small metal pipes often sounds l ike 
omeone hitting the pipe with hammer, it is suitable to use the descriptive name when 
water is refened to. 
The tenn " surges" i s  used to refer to the transients which involve changes and that occur 
slowly. Examples to that would be an osc i l lating U-tube, establi shment of flow after a 
val e is opened, and the fl uctuation of the water level in a surge tank . The method of surge 
analysis, cal led "rigid column theory " usua l ly  involves mathematical or numerical solution 
of simple ordinary d ifferential equations. The compressibi l ity of the fluid and the elasticity 
of the conduit are ignored and the entire column of fluid is assumed to move as a rigid 
body. When changes in velocity and consequently pressme, occur rapidly, both the 
compressibi l i ty of the l iquid and the elasticity of the pipe m ust be included in the analysis .  
This procedure i s  often cal led "elastic "  or  "water-hammer" analysi s and involves acoustic 
pressure waves travel l  ing through the pipe and the sol ution of partia l  d ifferentia l  equations. 
Although the term transient refers to all unsteady flows, it is also general ly used to identify 
the "elastic"  case in particular [2 ] . 
2.3.1 Causes of Transien ts 
Water hammer conditions can be generated due to many events. Some of the most 
common events are : 
1 .  I mproper fil l ing, flushing, or removal of air from pipel ines 
2. Starting or stopping pumps. 
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3 .  Change of val e opemng. 
4.  Operation of check a l  es ,  air-release valves, pressure-reducing alves, and 
pre ure-rel ief al es. 
5 .  Trapped air i n  pipel ines 
6. hange in power demand of hydraulic turbines 
7. Pipe rupture 
Transient occur in a l l  pipel ines and depend on its magnitude and the abi l i ty of the pipes to 
tolerate high pressure without damage whether the transient creates operat ional problems 
or pipe fai l ur . For instance, an un-reinforced concrete pipe l ine may have a transient 
pre sure a l lowance of only a few feet its operating pressure before damage can occur. For 
uch s ituations, e en slow c losing of control valves or minor interruptions of flow due to 
any cause may create uffic ient transient pressures to rupture the pipel ine .  On the contrary, 
steel pipel ines can usual ly take relative ly high transient pressures without fai lure . 
Therefore, it is important that every pipe system should have at least a brief transient 
analysis carried out to ident ify the possibi l i ty of serious transients and dec ide if  a detai led 
analysis i s  required [2 ] .  
2.3.2 Equation of M otion 
The equation of motion governs the unsteady flow. The summation of a l l  forces acting on 
a mass of fluid in a given direction is equal to the product of the mass and the acceleration 
in the direction of the force .  Figure 2 .3  is a free-body diagram showing forces acting on a 
cyl indrical segment of fluid .  The forces include pressure forces acting on the two ends, 
friction or shear forces on the outer surface, and gravity. The equation of motion appl ied 
in  the direction of the fluid motion x is 
PA - P + - /jx A - T n  D/jx + p g A /jx S111 B = P A /jx-( BP ) . D V  
ax Dt 
S imp l i fy ing  and d iv id ing  by �x gives :  
_ BP A - r n D + p g A s in  B = p A
D V  
ax DI 
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(2 .5 )  
( 2 . 6 )  
It i normally assumed that the all hear stress for unsteady flow is equal to the teady­
state alue at the same elocity .  It i customary to work \ ith a friction loss expressed as a 
10 of head 0 er a reach of pipe rather than dealing with a distributed wall shear stress. 
By appl ing the equation of motion to Figure 2.3 this relationship can be developed for 
steady- tate flow for the implified case of e = O. 
PA + 6xA (dPldxj 
Figure 2 . 3 :  Free body d iagram of  fl u id  sect ion [ 2 ] 
F rom the Darcy-Weisbach equation :  
H _ H = JL V 2 = fAtVIVI I 2 2gD 2gD 
(2 .7)  
( 2 . 8 )  
i n  which f i s  the friction factor. The absolute value sign on V i s  to ensure that the friction 
force i always opposite to the direction of flow. Substituting Equation 2 .8  into 2.7 and 
rearranging the shear stress term in Equation 2 .6  is  expressed as :  
T 7r D = _p_f_V,---IV I'--.A 
2D 
( 2. 9 )  
D ividing Equation 2 .6  by pA substituting m Equation 2 . 9  and expanding the total 
derivative of V we get: 
ap fVlVI . av dx av 
-- + -- - g s m  B + - - + - = O pax  2D ax dl al ( 2. 1 0) 
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Thi can be further implified b usmg th piezometric head H= Ply + z .  The 
di [ferentiation gi es 
8H ap d:: - = -- + -
ax y 8 x dx ( 2 . 1 1 ) 
From Figure 2.6 it IS een that dzldx = - S1l1 8. Consequently Equation 2 . 1 0 can be 
reduced to 
aH /1"11"1 V8 V 8V 
g - +-- + -- + - = O ax 2D ax 8t (2 . 1 2) 
Equation 2 . 1 2  i restricted to be applied to liquids due to the use of the piezometric head. 
Therefore it is important to remember not to use the pressure head for further 
computations and the piezometric head must be used in this case [ 2 ] . 
2.3.3 Equation of Contin uity 
It is  stated in the law of conservation of mass applied to a control volume that the net mass 
flux through the control surface and the t ime rate of change of mass inside the control 
volume must be equal. When applying thi s to the present situation, it is noted that the 
control volume ( in this case a short section of pipe)  can increase in cross-sectional area 
and length due to increased pressure. It is assumed that adding length to the pipe is 
negligible for the development that follows. Hence, the continuity equation turns out to be 
pA V - [PA V + 8(pA V ) dx] = 8(pAdx) 
ax 8t 
or 
_ 8(pA V) dx = 8(pAdx)  
ax 8, 
Expanding both sides of Equation 2 . 1 3 ,  
( 8 V  8A . 8P ) 8A 8p - pA - + pV - dx + A V - dx = pdx - + Adx -
ax ax ax 8t 8t 
Rearranging and dividing by pAdx, 
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(2 . 1 3) 
(2. 1 4) 
� ( aA + v aA ) + � (J!.... + v av ) + � = 0 
A al ax p al Ox Ox 
(2 . 1 5 ) 
The first two term in parenthese are the total derivatives of A and p with respect to time, 
o the equation reduce to 
1 dA 1 dp V - - + - - + - = 0 
A dl p dt Ox 
(2 . 1 6) 
ext, replace dA/dt with structural properties of the pipe. Expressing the wave speed 
equation in d ifferential form and realTanging, 
dA = AD dP = P g A D  dH 
e E  e E  
The first term of equation 2 . 1 6  then becomes 
p g D dH 
e E  dl 
(2 . 1 7 ) 
The econd term can be expressed in terms of the bulk modulus and dB using the 
definit ion 
K = dP or dp = pg dH 
dp l p P K 
The second term in  equation 2 . 1 6  becomes 
pg dH 
K dt 
Substituting in  to Equation 2 . 1 6  and rearranging, 
dH ( 1 + KD I eE J + � av = 0 dl K i p  g Ox 
U sing for wave speed, Equation 2 . 1 6  reduces to 
1 7  
(2 . 1 8) 
(2 . 1 9) 
Thi i the final fI rm of the continuity equation, which wi l l  be solved together with the 
equation of motion (Equation 2. 1 3 ) since the provide two equation in two wU<:J]owns H 
and V .  The method of characteri stic is the technique to be used to transform the partial 
d ifferential equation into total d ifferentials [ 2 ] .  
2.3.4 M ethod of Characteristic 
The momentum and continuity equations are further interpolated and expressed in form of 
two independent total d ifferential equat ions: 
g dH dV jVIVI - - + - + -- = 0 
a df dl 2 D  
dx 





JVIVI = 0 
a dl dt 2D 
dx jor- = -a 
dt 
C + equation 
c ·  equation 
Equations 2.2 1 and 2.24 are cal led the C+ and C- compatibi l ity equations. 
(2 .20) 
(2 .2 1 ) 
(2 .22 ) 
(2 .23 ) 
This is a popular method of solving hyperbol ic equat ions. It entai l s  converting the two 
partial differential equations to ordinary d ifferential equations then solving using an 
explicit finite difference method. One drawback of the method of characteristics is that the 
t ime step must be smal l to satisfy the Courant condition for stabi l ity [ 3 ] .  
I t  i s  important to mention that only the method of characteristics explicit ly l inks the time 
step to the space step, giving this fixed rigid approach. The main drawback of the method 
of characteristics is  that the t ime step used in the solution must be common ( fixed) to al l  
pipes . In  addition, the method of characteristics requires the distance step in each pipe to 
be a fixed multiple of common time interval, further complicating the solution procedure. 
I n  practice, pipes tend to have arbitrary lengths and it is seldom possible to exactly  sat isfy 
both time-interval and d istance-step criteria. Thi s "discretization problem ' requires the 
use of either interpolation procedures (which have undesirable num erical properties) or 
distortions of the physical problem (which introduces an error of unknown magnitude) .  
F inal ly, in order to sat isfy stabi l ity criteria and ensure convergence, the method of 
characteristics requires a smal l t ime step. The stab i l ity cri terion i s  developed by neglecting 
the nonl inear friction term and is referred to as the Courant condition. The Courant 
condition relates the computational time increment (.M)  to the spatial grid size (�x) .  A 
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numerical scheme i table i f  and only i f  lL1x l  � a lL1t l  , in which a i the wa e speed . In 
other word , the Courant condition requires that the numerical distance a wave propagates 
I mu t exceed the physical propagat ion di tance a 1 M  I [ 4 ] .  
This can be concluded in the fol lowing equat ions: 
C+ : HP, = CP - B  QP, 
C - : HP, = CP-B QP1 
CP=H,_ 1 + B Ql. ' - R Ql- ' I QI- ' I 
ClIf=H[T J - B QI+ J + R Q'+ J I  Q'+ J I  
In  which, 
and 
{fix R = --=-. _-
2gDA 2 
Adding equations. 2.27 and 2.28 gives 
HP. = (CP 
+ CM ) 
I 2 








The two partial differential equations of motion and continuity are converted by the 
characteristic methods into four differential  equat ions, which are then expressed in a finite 
difference form. The derivatives in the governing equations are replaced with approximate 
difference quotients when finite difference and finite element teclmiques are used. By  
contrast, in  the method of characteristics only the nonl inear frict ion term must be 
approximated (which i s  typical l y  done by a l inear difference tenn ) .  Explicit finite 
difference schemes also have significant restrictions on the maximum time step to achieve 
stable solution. 
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Implicit methods require a imultaneous solution for e ery unknown in the problem at 
each time step. although the u ual l 0 ercome the stabi l i ty l im itations, resulting 111 
e ce sive computat ional and memory requirements even for present day computer [ 4 ] .  
2.3.6 Boun dary Conditions 
Onl certain t pe of elements rna be speci fied at the boundaries, or end points of a 
ystem . These are the boundary elements such as re ervoir elements, flow boundary 
element , or urge tank elements . The e provide infom1ation to the model ,  which is 
e sent ial to the solution of any and al l  of the system equat ions. This information consists 
of the head alue, discharge value, or a function relating head and discharge at each 
boundary point . In addition, during cOlmectivity processing, the program is signalled to 
end an old branch or start a new branch by the boundary condition elements . 
At a boundary to assIgn a pec ified head value (or schedule of values) the reservoir 
e lement i used . This is  representat ive of a headwater condition, tail water condition, or 
free outfa l l  at the end of a system . This wi l l  probably be the most commonly used 
boundary element. The flow boundary element is used to assign a specified discharge 
value (or schedule of values) at a boundary .  There is no simple physical analogy in this 
element. 
However, i t  i s  very useful for representing a connecting pOliion of a system not to be 
explicit ly model led. For exam ple, one branch of a system made up of paral lel generat ing 
units might be model led explicitly while the others, including penstocks, surge tank , and 
turbines etc . ,  are represented with a constant d i scharge. This saves both data preparat ion 
and computational expense. A function relating the head and di scharge at the boundary is 
implici t ly defined where a surge tank element takes p lace at the end of a branch [ 5 ] .  
2 . 4  E lastic a n d  Rigid Col u m n  Th eories 
The E lastic column theory i s  based on the assumption that, wherever a di sturbance occurs, 
the pressure wave that is  created wi l l  propagate along the pipel ine at a rapid, but 
nevertheless finite, rate. This results in the wave moving through the system, reaching 
specific points after a period of t ime (dependent on the wave celerity of the system and the 
location relative to the position where the disturbance was introduced), provided original 
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stead flow condit ion are experienced. It can be understood, therefore, that the 
propagation of the pressure wa e (po it ive) results in compression of the fluid and the 
defonnation of the pipel ine a the pres ur wave moves through the system. In applying 
the ela t ic theor to determine the magnitud of the transient pressure, the elasticity of the 
pipel ine can be neglected (rigid pipe theory) or taken into account (elastic pipe theory) [ 6 ] .  
The rigid column theory de  cribes unsteady flow of  an incompressible fluid i n  a rigid 
s stem and is u ual ly appl icable to slower transient phenomena. The appl ication of 
rigidity a sumption is l im ited to the analysis of surge. These assumptions result in 
impl ifying olving the ordinary different ial equation. The dynamic hydraul ic of a rigid 
water body during the mas 0 c i l lation can be determined using ewton's Second Law of 
Motion: 
�H = f ( L/D)(V IV I I 2g) + (L/g) (�VI �t) (2 .3 1 )  
where. 
�H = change in head (m)  
The hydraulic grade l ine can be  establ ished for each instant i n  time using the fundamental 
rigid model equation. The head loss between the two ends of the pipel ine, which is also 
the head necessary to overcome frictional losses and inertial forces in the pipel ine can be 
indicated using the hydraul ic  grade l ine. 
F low changes are directly proport ional to the change in slope. i .e .  when the flow reduced 
due to valve Closure, the slope reduced . On other hand, if flow increased by valve 
opening. the slope increased al lowing the potential  of vacuum conditions to occur. I n  
genera l .  the maximum transient head envelope calculated by  rigid water column theory 
( R  WCT) is a straight l ine as shown in F igure 2.4 .  
The rigid model applies to slower surge or mass osci l lation transients as 1 11 "Wave 
Propagation and Characteristic Time" .  During mass osci Hations, moderate changes in 
head occur slowly, al lowing changes of the l iquid density and/or elastic deformation of 
the pipel ine to be neglected. The rigid model has l imited appl ications in hydraulic 
transient analysis because the developed equations do not accurately model pressure 
waves caused by rapid flow control operations [ 7 ] .  
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Figure 2.4 :  tatic and steady HGL versus rigid and elastic transient head [ 7] 
2.5 Col u m n  Sepa ration T heory 
Description of this problem considers the l iquid pressure at a point in a pipel ine, which is 
flowing full .  Should this point pressure decrease, regardless of cause, to the vapour 
pres ure of the flowing l iquid a vapour cavity wi l l  form. This vapour cavity is sometimes 
referred to as a vapour column. The phenomenon of vapour cavity formation is commonly 
referred to as a "colum n separation" meaning separation or interruption of the l iquid 
column. I t  often occurs fol lowing rapid closure of a valve in a pipel ine, which is flowing 
ful l .  Ne ertheless, column separation may also occur under other circum stances, for 
instance, fol lowing propagation of a transient wave of low pressure into an elevated 
portion of a pipel i ne flowing ful l .  Such a low-pressure wave for example, could be caused 
by a sudden pump fai lure in a l iquid transmission or distribution system. The severe 
damage, which the high pressures associated with col lapse of the vapour column, can 
inflict upon the pipe system causes column separation to be a problem of signjficant 
engmeenng concern. 
2.6 Wave P ropagation 
In Hydraul ic  Transient the disturbances in a fluid caused during a change from one steady 
state to another are described . The main reason of the disturbances is the pressure changes 
caused by the propagation of pressure waves throughout the distribution system . 
With the sound velocity, these pressure waves continue to propagate w1t i l  they are 
dissipated down to the level of the new steady state by the action of some fonn of 
damping or friction. One exception case where the flow undertakes a smooth transition 
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from one teady state to another without large fluctuations in pressure head or pipe 
velocity i when regulated extremel lowl . 
Before determining pressure wave velocity, some parameters should be determ ined first 
uch as celerity. elerit for pipel ine with thick wal l s  can be computed by theoret ical 
equations. Howe er, field in estigations are t i l l  required to verify these equations. The 
phy ical propertie of common pipe materials that are used to estimate the pressure wave 
velocity during tran ient analysis are summarized in Table 2 . 1 .  The physical propert ies of 
orne comm n l iquid that are useful  to calculate celerity during transient analysis are 
ummarized in Table 2 .2 .  Celerity versus Pipe Wal l  E last icity for Various D/e Ratios" 
provide a graphical solution for celerity given pipe wall elasticity and various 
diameter/thickness ratios i s  pre ented in F igure 2 . 5  [ 7 ] .  
I n  order t o  determ ine the pressure wave velocity in deferent pipe materia ls, Figure 2 . 6  i s  
u ed. I t  shows the pressure wave velocity for water in round pipes versus the ratios of 
different diameters to thicknesses . These relations are defined for KR of 0.9 1 that is  a 
con tant coefficient accounting for the type of support for the pipel ine such as the restraint 
against longitudinal pipe movement. The number to the right of curves indicates Young's  
Modulus, PS I  x 1 06, Ec ,  value (Table 2 . 1 ), in PS I  that was used to construct the curve. 
Pressure Wave propagation with speed, a, can be determined in a system length, L, which 
i the longest path connecting a pump to a storage tank or reservoir as an approx imation, 
and generated by a flow control ,  reaching the other end of the pipel ine in a time interval 
equal to Lla seconds .  
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Table 2. 1 :  Ph sical propertie of common pipe materials [ 7 ]  
Young' Modulus, Ec Young' Modulus, Ec 
Material Poisson's Ratio, Jlp 
Pa X 109 PSI X 106 
Alumin ium 69 1 0  0 .33 
A be to . Cement 23-24 3 .3 - 3 .5 -
Cast I ron 80 - 170 1 1.6 - 24 .7 0.24 - 0.27 
Concrete 1 4  - 30 2.0 - 4.4 0 . 1 0 - 0 . 1 5  
Reinforced Concrete 30 - 60 4 .4 - 8 .7 -
Ducti le  [ron 1 72 24.9 0.3 
Polyethylene 0.7 - 0 .8 0 . 1 0  0 .46 
PVC 2.4 - 3 .5  0.3 - 0.5 0.49 
Steel 200 - 207 29 - 30 OJ 
Table 2.2: Physical properties of common l iquids [7 ]  
Temperature 
Bu lk  Modul us of Elastic ity, Ev  Density 
Liquid (oq l Ob lbfl� GPa S lugs/fe Kg/It! 
Fre h Water 20 45 .7  2 .19 1.94 998 
Salt Water 15 47.4 2.27 1.99 1 ,025 
M ineral Oi l s  25 31 - 40 1.5 - 1.9 1.67 - 1.73 860 - 890 
Kerosene 20 27  1.3 1 . 55  800 
Methanol 20 21 1 1 .53 790 
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2 .7  Clas ificat ions of Flow Control Operat ions 
The characteristic t ime is ignificant in transient flow analysis because it dictates which 
meth d i applicable for e aluating a particular Dow control operation in a given system. 
The characteristic time [or the pipel ine is the total time required for the same wave to come 
back to it origin. It i calculated a 2L1a second . This time increment is  used to determine 
the type of operat ion whether instantaneous, rapid, gradual, or slow as shown in Table 2 .3 .  
The rigid model pro ide accurate results only for surge transients generated by slow flow 
control operat ions that do not cau e significant l iquid compression or pipe deformation. 
The operation is considered "instantaneous' i f  a flow control operation produces a velocity 
change in a time interval equal to zero (Table 2 . 3 ) .  The operat ion is considered "rapid" if 
the flO\-\' control operat ion produces a velocity change in a time interval less than or equal 
to a pipel inels characteristic time. If a flow control operat ions that occur over an interval 
longer than the characteristic t ime, the operation is considered "gradual "  or "s low. " 
1500.---------------------,
Modulus of Clastlclty (Young) 10" Nlm' 
Figure 2 . 5 :  Celerity VS pipe wal l  elasticity for various DIe rat ions [ 7 ]  
Table 2 . 3 :  C l assification of  flow control operations based on  system characteristic time [ 7] 
Time of M anoeuvre Operat ion Classi fication 
TM = 0  I nstantaneous 
TM :S 2L1a Rapid 
TM > 2L1a Gradual 
TM » 2 L1a S low 
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Figure 2 .6 :  Pressure wave velocity for water in  round pipes with different diameters/ wal l  
thickness ratio  (KR = 0.9 1 )  [ 1 2] 
2.8 Case Studies of Hyd ra u lic  a n d  Tran sien ts Model l ing  
I n  th i s  section, four case studies were presented where transient ' s  s imulations were 
uti l i sed. These cases are in deferent locations of the word. i .e .  UAE, USA, and other 
locat ions. 
2.S. 1 Case 1 :  P ressu re Ut i l ization on Water Transm ission Pipel ines in  Alain Region 
Considering  Transient Cond it ions [ S ]  
Al  Mamari (2007) investigated the feasibi l ity of bypassing a number of reservoirs and 
pumping stations in a smal l transmission system in AlAin C ity of Uni ted Arab Emirates. 
The system has a major transmission pumping station (AlAin Reception Pumping Station, 
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or 'AAR ' )  that host [our fixed speed pumps a main 1 200mm l ine, torage reservoir and 
boo ting pump at three zones ( Dahma, Markhania and Maqam) ,  besides few other 
connect ion pipe . Three urge e sels  and air alves are al 0 components of the system . By 
calT ing out a complete transient analysis to evaluate the potential of pre sure rises related 
to variou operat ing cenarios, the goal of the study was real ized. These scenarios were 
di ided into nonnal and abnormal operat ing conditions. The typical demand changes 
occurring during any typical day determ ines the normal operating conditions. Rare and odd 
perat ing scenario such as sudden valve closures/openings and pump trips are represented 
by the operating condit ions that are abnom1al .  
In  order to ident ify safe perfom1ance of bypass sett ing that was proposed, restricting 
pres ure head of 1 60 m for the pipe pressure rating and 60 m for the pump shutoff head 
were considered. By using Info Water and InfoSurge, simulation results associated with the 
normal operat ing conditions showed that in such situations the proposed setting is safely 
performing and has yielded safe c losure times for d ifferent valves . In  the situation of 
sudden valve c losures, unsafe performance was shown by the results of the abnormal 
operat ing conditions. Correct ive measures are proposed in order to shield the system 
against severe transient pressures under these conditions. PRVs should be installed on the 
branches at the upstream side of the distribution network. When the system pressure is kept 
1 00 m, it is possible to s ize and evaluate the proposed valves. A total of 847,355 UAE 
Dirham' s  per year was the estimated as savings in energy cost i f  the proposed bypass 
setting is adapted. After a payback period of one year and one month, these savings are 
found to be avai lable in order to cover the capital cost of the needed bypasses and PRVs. 
2 .8.2 Case 2: Susceptibility of Potable Water Distribution Systems to Negative 
Pressu re Transien ts [ 9 ]  
I n  this study, surge models were developed for five different areas i n  United States of 
America (New Jersey, and New York ) .  The pressure was monitored for around of two 
weeks in at least one susceptible location in two (2) d ifferent systems. Based on surge 
model l ing results the pressure monitoring locations were selected. The data gathered from 
the field was then compared to model results, and accordingly the wave speeds and pump 
shutdown times were adjusted unt i l  a good match was found between the data of both the 
field and the mode l .  For surge mode l l ing, H20SURGE (MWHSoft, Pasadena, CA) was 
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u ed. The result of imulations of transient pre sure events were shown in the model 
output, and the anal sis of the location and magnitude of low and negative pressure events 
under a ariety of ystem conditions was also included. 
The selected y tern wa located in a relatively flat part of New Jersey and it was a 
medium- ized system, er ing approximately 83 ,000 persons with 3 1  1 00 service 
connection . 89% of the connection were found to be residential ,  9% were commercial ,  
and Ie than 2% included industrial ,  fire and other customers demand. The distribution 
ystem operates as one pressure gradient with customers at e levations ranging from 
approximatel 5 to 75 feet mean sea level (msl ) .  Figure 2 .7  shows the system model 
keleton which includes the 1 8  pump stations that were active during a high demand day 
(23 .6 mgd peak hour flow supplied )  in 1 999 and 7 elevated storage tanks .  Pipe diameters 
in the model range from 2- to 1 6- inches. A l l  pipes are ducti le iron and no valves or hydro­
pneumatic tanks in the system were found . 
Summary of main findings for case I I :  
• When a complete loss of pumping power was simulated, it was predicted that the 
system would experience low or negative pressure transients. 
• Areas of local e levation greater than 30 to 40 ft immediate surroundings, areas 
\vithin 1 mi le  of an elevated tank and areas that were not wel l  gridded were more 
susceptible to low or negative pressures 
• I n  general ,  d istribution system locations in c lose proximity to pump stations with 
average downstream velocit ies greater than 3 fps were most susceptible to low and 
negative pressures. Areas near pump stations that power on and off several t imes a 
day wi l l  be more susceptible to low and negative pressures than areas near pump 
stations that operate continuously.  
• Negative pressures were not detected In the distribution system monitored. 
However low pressures (pressure < 20 psi)  were measured In one location in 
System 2.  
• Calibrated EPS models produce surge models that can adequately assess 
distribution susceptibi l ity to low and negative pressures. However, the predicted 
pressures may be lower than observed in the field .  
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• In  the ystem (wa e peed = 2,500 fils), the magnitude of the surge predicted b the 
model wa greater than the magnitude of the urge measured in the field, but the 
trend in model and field respon es were simi lar. 
• The main recommendation addressed in the study were: 
1 .  Increa ing the time, in which transient producing events occur, can help reduce 
the impact of the event. 
2 .  Increasing the pump shut down time in the system reduced the magnitude of the 
transient produced by approximately 3 psi .  
3 .  I nstal l ing hydro-pneumatic tanks o r  air vacuum valves can be used to control 
the magnitude of the low I negative pressure transient (surge) once it has been 
created. 
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F igure 2 .7 :  H ydraul ic  model for selected system (Case I I )  [9 ]  
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2.8.3 Ca e 3: Hydraulic Tran ient Guidelines for Protectin g Water Distribution 
y tern [ 4 ]  
The author compared the formulation and computat ional performance o f  two numerical 
meth d for model l ing hydraulic transients in ater distribution systems. One method is 
Eulerian-based. and the other i Lagrangian-based. The Eulerian approach explicit ly solves 
the hyperbo lic partial d ifferential equations of continuity and momentum and updates the 
hyperb I i  partial differential equations of cont inuity and momentum and updates the 
hydraulic tate of the system in fixed grid points as t ime is advanced in uniform 
increments. The Lagrangian approach tracks the movement and transformation of pressure 
wa es and updates the hydraul ic state of the system at fixed or variable time intervals at 
l ime when a change actual ly occurs .  Each method was encoded into an exist ing hydraulic 
imulation model that gave init ial pressure and flow distribution and was tested on 
network of varying size and complexity under equal accillacy tolerance. Results indicated 
that the accuracy of the methods was comparable, but that the Lagrangian method was 
more computational ly efficient for analysis of large water distribution systems. 
In  order to demonstrate the comparable accuracy of transient solution schemes on actual, 
large, and complex system shown in Figure 2 .8 ,  numerical solutions (the Eulerian Method 
Of Characterist ic ,  MOC, and the Lagrangian Wave Characteristic Method, WCM, solut ion 
scheme) methods were applied. 
The network ' s  main parts are 797 pipes, 5 8 1  junction 5 tanks and 1 supply pump. Pipe 
lengths varied from 20 to 4,200 ft (6 to 1 ,280m ) and d iameters from 4 to 24 in .  ( 1 00 to 
600mm) .  Figure 2 .9  and Figure 2 . 1 0  compare the transient results obtained using MOC and 
WCM solution schemes fol lowing a pump trip. Figure 2 .9shows the pressure transient j ust 
downstream from the pump, whereas F igure 2 . 1 0  shows results at a node some distance 
away from the pump. The pump trip was model led using the four quadrant pump 
characteristics in the form developed by Marchal and co-workers ( 1 985 ) .  A 20-ft (6m) 
length tolerance was used in  the analysis, result ing from a time step of 0.0056 s. 
The transient results, which were gathered using the Eulerian MOC and the Lagrangian 
WCM solution scheme, were matching. 
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Maximum length = 4.200 ft ( 1.280 m). minimum length = 20 ft (6 m) 
Figure 2 . 8 :  P ipe network schematic for studied system (Case I I I )  [4 ]  
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The Lagrangian WCM and the Eulerian MOe produced virtually identical results, as 
indicated by the single line. 
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Figure 2 . 1 0 : Comparison of results at node 3066 (Case I I I )  [4 ]  
2.8.4 Ca e 4 :  Pressu re su rges i n  pipel ine system result ing from air releases [ 1 0 ] 
The impact of final release of air t lu'ough air valves, which produce a pressure surge, was 
tackled in this study. " Air slam" is the term that refers to this phenomenon which results 
from the rapid deceleration of fluid at the instant the air i s  ful ly  expel led. a pressure surge 
s imi lar to the one produced by the rapid l iquid decelerat ion that results from a valve 
closure is produced by this phenomenon. An excessive pressure surge can occur if the air is  
released too fast. Therefore, i t  is  signi ficant to design air release valves to avoid excessive 
pressure surges from occurring. Pressure changes when al l  air i s  expel led through different 
orifice sizes are summarized in Table 2 .4 .  
Table 2 .4 :  Summery of pressure increases through different-size orifices fol lowing 
expulsion air [ 1 0] 
Office Size in . (mm) 
Head in  Air  Valve (HA) 
t-.H feet of water (psi)  
t-.H Surge Analysis feet 
feet of water (psi)  of water (psi)  
4 .0 (100) 0 .059 (0 .026) 236.4 (102 .3 )  237 .8 (102.9) 
2 .0 (50) 0 .825 (0 .3 58)  228.4 (98.9) 218 . 1 (94 .4) 
1.0 (25) 4 .690 (2 .030) 111.6 (48 .3) 120.6 (52.2) 
0 .5  (12 .5 )  7 .810 ( 3 .3 80) 3 3 .4 (14 .5)  42.3 (18 .3)  
The air compressibi l i ty within the air valve i s  taken into considerat ion while performing 
the surge analysis .  An outflow ori fice smal ler than the inflow orifice is desirable to 
al leviate undue secondary pressure surges, which are caused by the final release of air, as 
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hO\vTI in the considered examples. In one of the applications, an air-slam pressure of less 
than 1 00ft of water (30m ) wa resulted in a 0 .5 in ( 1 2 .5mm) outflow orifice whereas a 3 in 
(75mm) out flo\ ori fice nearly resulted in 550ft ( 1 68m) of air slam pres ure. 
2.9 Description a n d  Capa bi l i ties of S i m u lation Software 
2.9. 1 InfoWater oftwarc 
This software i s  \ ater di tribution model ing and management software. It is ful ly 
integrated with Gl . I t  inc ludes advanced water network model l ing and functional 
opt imization with the latest generat ion of ArcGIS .  In InfoWater, model ler can work in a 
ingle environment and using a single data et whi le commanding G IS  analysis and 
hydraulic model l ing. Geo pat ial  analysis, infrastructure management and business 
planning are del ivered by this software in unparal le l levels .  
Several  appl ications of water distribution systems can be resolved by Info Water Model 
such as Water Qual ity S imulation, Real-t ime Hydraul ic,  F ire Flow Assessment and 
Leakage Control Pump Schedul ing Energy Conswnption Minimization Capital 
Budgeti ng and Con ervation Studies, Operat ional Study and Emergency Response Master 
P lanning and Infrastructure Rehabi l itation System Expansion and Improvement, Sampl ing 
Program Design, Satel l ite Treatment Identification, and New System Design and Fac i l ity 
S izing. 
The ofuvare al lows in several commands such as creating, editing, modifying, running, 
mapping analyzing, designing and optimizing network models  reviewing query, and 
display s imulation results within ArcGIS .  In addition to that, core features of ArcGIS are 
extended in InfoWater such as providing a comprehensive geospatial environment for 
complete network model construction, graphical edit ing network s imulation, results 
presentation, map generation, and data sharing and exchange. This integration between 
Info Water and ArcGIS  assists in del ivering informed G IS  solutions so that to meet the 
quality standards of drinking water, opt imization of the system performance and capital 
improvements, and enhance operations as wel l  [ 1 1 ] . 
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2.9.2 InfoSurge oftware 
As a re ult of continuou effort , re earch and development in transient flow analysis, 
Info urge ftware as developed . This is mode l l ing software helps in making proper 
deci ion by analy ing water system under transient conditions. In other words this 
oftware helps water ut i l i  tie by providing the required infom1ation, to analyze their 
s tern and make deci ions for transient conditions. Vapour pressure cavitation and 
column separation are explicit ly model led, al lowing the effect of pressure surge, due to 
vapour ca ity. col lap e to be properly evaluated . One of the major characteri stics of this 
software is that it i s  designed to compute, quickly and precisely the pressures and flows 
throughout the network during transient operation and evaluate the alternate operational 
c narios and surge protection devices as wel l .  
In  the water risk management and environmental protection plan i t  is  significant to  take 
into consideration the hydraulic transients and surge protection devices despite the fact that 
the abnormal transients may occur only once every year, or in case pipes break or when 
there is fai lure in power. Hydraul ic systems usual ly operate at a stable condition of 
dynamic balance and knowing that normal transients may occur several times a day as 
pumps start or stop the changes in flow take minutes or hours 
Shifting from one stable state to another causes disturbance which is described by 
hydraulic transients. The main elements of d isturbance are the pressure changes caused by 
the propagation of pressure waves throughout the distribution system . These pressure 
wave continue to propagate with velocity of sound, unt i l  they are dissipated down to the 
level of new stable condition by the action of some form of friction or damping. However, 
undertaking a smooth transition from one stable condition to another is possible without 
large fluctuation in pressure head or pipe velocity with extremely slowly regulation 
(example of very slow valve opening or c losure) .  
By using Wave Characteristic Method in InfoSurge, the basic conventional equations of 
fluid mechanics for the transient flow of an incompressible fl uid in  a pipe network can be 
solved. This method is highly efficient and powerful and it simply provides the engineer 
with aluable insights into transient behaviour of their systems. 
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Th good convergence properties of Lagrangian-type method such a wa e plan method, 
in addition to the di stributed friction effects and inherent accuracy of Eulerian-type 
method uch a method of characteri tics are both combined in wave characteristic 
method. evertheles , ext n i e calculations in minor steps and at numerous locations 
e pecia l ly for larger tem are required to be carried out in Eulerian-type. 
Lagrangian nature dominates the Wave characteristic method and it is  based on tracking 
the mo ement and magnitude of pres ure wave and reflected at the junctions between fixed 
length t ime teps . Pres ure and flow time are computed for any point in the network by 
umming pre sure and flow time histories with the t ime of the contributions of incremental 
wa es. 
Briefly, S1J1ce the Lagrangian nature dominates the wave characteristic method, larger 
sy terns wi l l  be accurately analyzed in an expeditious manner. In addition, comparing to 
the Eulerian-type methods this one is less sensit ive to the nature of the network and to the 
length of the s imulation. 
Re ponses of water distribution system to valve opening/closure, pump trip and changes in 
pump speed are provided in InfoSurge . Additional ly, this software helps in ident ification of 
special protection measurements in order to avoid pipe breaks, pipe leakage . The water 
qual i ty in the distribution system is improved as wel l .  Several pressure and flow transients 
protection devices exist in InfoSurge such as Air ReleaseN acuum Valves (2 and 3 stage 
valves), PRVs and S urge Anticipation Valves, Open and C losed Surge Tanks, Bladder and 
H ybrid (vented to admi t  air) Tanks, Feed Tanks (provide inflow to prevent cavitations), 
Bypass Lines and Check Valves. 
Info urge Capabi l it ies 
Model l ing the wide range of water hammer events, including transient cavitations and 
several surge protection devices is one of the strong software capabi l i ties of InfoSurge. 
Info urge has the abi l i ty to detenn ine the transient pressures and flows variations for al l  
positions in the water di stribut ion system at different network elements such as pumps, 
reservoi rs, pipe j unctions, c losed ends, pressure rel ieve valves, open surge tanks and feed 
tanks c losed surge tanks and bladder tanks surge anticipation tanks, valves orifice and 
other reservoir elements, air valves, bypass l ines and check valves . In addition, this 
software can determine the gas volumes for c losed surge tanks and air vacuum valves and 
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pump speed variat ion for pump trips. It supports both tabular and graphical reporting 
capabil i t ie with high qual i ty graph , which can be exported, to other appl ications ia 
Window copy and pa te tools .  The e reporting capabi l i ties al low the user to determine the 
sy tern '  re pon e to pLUnp stat ion power fai lure , a l  e c losures and pump speed 
change . B a oiding the potent ial catastrophic effects of water hammer and other 
undesirable ystem transients this software helps in improving the rel iabi l i ty and safety of 
the water uti l i t  ystem . 
Tran ient conditions considered in InfoSurge are valve opening and c losing (variation in 
Oow area), change in specified inflow or outflow, and pump start or shutdO\vn (variable 
peed pump-pump trip) .  Furthermore, disturbance occurs when some elements undergo 
operat ional status changes (open or c losed) due to conditions encountered during transient 
operation such as check valves feed tank connect ions, bypass l ines, pressure rel ieve valves 
and air val es. 
When Info urge is coupled with Info Water capabi l ities, i t  can solve several problems such 
as transient flow, air intake and release at discrete points two-phase fluids (vapour and 
l iquid) and two-fluid systems (air and l iquid), overflows prediction at outfal ls  or spi l l s  to 
the environment more accurately, Network R isk Reduction by performing a hydraulic 
transient analysis using advanced surge protect ion, risk management of contamination 
during sub-atmospheric transient pressures, which can suck air, d irt and contaminants into 
the water d istribution system or sub-atmospheric transient pressures which cause backflow 
of d irty water (pathogen intrusion) into the distribution system, risk reduction of water 
contamination during sub atmospheric transient pressures, during which groundwater and 
pollutants could be sucked into the pipe, and final ly,  risk reduction of transient-related 
damage to maximize operator safety and frequency reduction of service interrupt ions to 
customers [ 1 2] .  
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C H A PT E R  I I I  
SYSTE M D E SC R I PTI O N  
The general arrang ment o f  AAR wi l l  be thoroughly di cussed covenng the design, 
operation and supply patt rns in thi chapter. This inc ludes description of the existing 
s tem. 
3. 1 Descript ion of AI  A i n  Water Reception Station (AARS) 
AAR is located in the northern side of Al Ain  near the airport . I t is  a large water reception 
stat ion with 2 x 3 km dimensions and 253m elevation above sea leve l .  AARS receives 
potable water of about 85 .6 Imperial Mi l l ion Gal lons per Day ( IMGD) from two main 
sources. The first source is a major desal ination plant in Taweelah (Abu Dhabi) ,  located on 
th Arabian Gulf (western coast of U AE)  which is about 1 60 km away from Al Ain city. 
Taweelah l ines con ist of twin 1 200mm diameter GRP pipes carrying about 49.3 IMGD to 
AAR . The approximate residual pressure at Taweelah l ine outlet (upstream AARS)  i s  
about 0 .8  bar (as provided by TRANSCO) which is relatively small to  bypass AARS 
pumping station . The second source is from another major desal ination plant in Fujairah 
c i ty, located on the Arabian Sea (eastern coast of UAE),  which is about 250 km away from 
Al Ain city. Fujairah L ines consist of twin 1 400mm diameter GRP pipes carrying 36.3 
Imperia l  Mi l l ion Gal lons per Day ( I MGD).  The approximate residual pressure at  Fujairah 
l ine outlet (upstream AARS) is about 6.5 bars (as provided by TRANSCO) which might be 
enough to bypass some of the downstream pumping station units. Fujairah Desal ination 
Plant has recently become the main water source to AARS.  
A l  Ain reservoirs inlet mains have separate c ircuits to be supplied ei ther from Taweelah 
Fujairah or from both.  The reservoirs outlet mains are arranged to feed the same pump 
house . Four main pumping groups current ly exist in AARS. The first group is Al 
Markhania Group with about 38 . 1 I MGD supply. The second group is Al Khabisi Group 
with 1 8 . 8  I MGD supply. The third group is H i l i  Group with 1 3 . 8  I MGD supply. Final ly, 
the fourth group is Sarouj Group with 9 .9 I MGD supply. Figure 3 . 1  presents a schematic 
sketch describing AARS with the upstream pressure for those pumping groups. The 
balance 5 I MGD is used for other indirect connections to AARS, mainly farms .  
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AAR con i ts of the fol lowing main components, located inside a boundary wal l  of 
( 1 900m x 800m ) :  
• Four concrete re ervoirs of 5 M IG (22,730 m) ) capacity for each and 80m x 60m x 
6m-dimen ion . 
• Four pumping groups contained inside the pumping house of 1 46m x 27m x 8m 
dimensions. Each pump group wi l l  be discussed separately.  
• Four out let pipel ines ( 1 200mm D . l .  to Markahnia, 900mm D.l. to Hi l i ,  900mm D . l .  
to  Khabisi ,  and 900mm D.1. to  Sarouj ). 
• Chlorination building for chlorine disinfection, where chlorine is injected at the 
inflow mains to the station as wel l  as at the outlet mains [ 8 ] .  
3.2 A A R S  P u m p  Gro u ps 
As stated before, AARS consists of four main pump groups. These groups are : 
• Markhania Pump Group 
• Khabisi Pump Group 
• Hi l i  Pump Group 
• Sarouj Pump Group 
As summery for each pump is presented in Table 3 . 1 .  
Table 3 . 1 :  AARS pump groups data 
Design Efficie 
N PS H R  
Pump 
Total Average 
Pump o. Design 
(m) Speed Power Pumps Flow 
Group of Head F low nc) 
(3% (RPM) (kw) 
Flow 
F low Required 
arne Pumps (m) (m3/hr) (%) 
OROP) 
I M G D  
I MGD IMGD 
Markha 
3 47 3,938 90.3 3 827 5 5 8  20.79 62 .37 38. 1 
nia 
Khabisl 3 64 1 .253 85.5 3 1 .600 2 5 5  6.6 1 1 9.84 1 8 .8 
Hi l i  3 5 6  1 ,3 5 0  88. 1 4 1 , 1 90 234 7. 1 3  2 1 .3 8  1 3 . 84 
arouj 2 69 1 ,053 85 .4 3 . 3  1 , 1 85 1 87 5 . 56 1 1 . 1 2  9.9 
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Figure 3 , 1 :  Schematic sketch describing AARS 
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It i e ent ial to note that most of these pumps were instal led more than 25 years ago. 
Therefore, 80% efficienc wa con idered in the s imulation models .  Moreo er, each pump 
group con i t of compo ed centri fugal type tran mission pumps, and one standby pump 
driven by electrical motor for emergency cases. These pumps are arranged in paral lel  
manner. Markhania pump group i upplying Markhania Dahrna, Zakher, and AI Wagan 
areas . Khabi i pump group i supplying Khabi i and Power House areas. 
3.3 O t h e r  Com pon en ts of A A R S  
RS,  a principle water reception and pumping station, includes other components i n  
addit ion to  the main pumps such a s  equipments pipes fitt ings and valves. These 
component are described briefly in the fol lowing sections. 
3.3. 1 An ti-Surge Equipmen t 
There are two main types of ant i -surge equipments in AARS. These types are surge tanks 
and surge vessels .  A surge tank with a nominal capacity of 37 .5  m3 is provided on each 
incoming main to the Pump House (pump house main suction header) in addition to each 
incoming main suction header to four-pump group at AARS. 
A set  of three Surge vessels, that are arranged in paral le l  at  the pumps' outlet 1 200 mm 
Ducti le  I ron transmission pipel ine and with a nominal capacity of 73 .55  m3, is provided on 
the water pipel ine to each of the four served areas ( i .e .  Markhania Khabisi, H i l i and 
arouj ) [ 8 ] .  
3.3.2 AARS P ipes, Va lves and Fittings 
Deferent pipe pressure rat ings exist in AARS and vary as per the pipe location. For 
example, the inlet pipe work to reservoirs is 25 bars pressure capacity' suction pipe work 
from reservoirs to pumps is 1 0  bars pressure capacity' delivery pipe work from 
transmission pumps is 1 6  bars pressure capacity; and del ivery pipe work from distribution 
pwnps is 1 6  bars pressure capaci ty.  
Butterfly type valves are provided on a l l  pipes greater than 300 mm nominal diameter. 
Whereas Gate type valves are provided on all pipes less than or equal to 300 mm nominal 
diameter. 
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nder the maximum unbalanced pre sure that may occur across the alve, a l l  the val es 
are capable of being operated either electrically or manual ly .  Electrical ly actuated section 
alve have been pro ided on the fol lo\ ing: 
• Up tream the inlet tation flow meters, 
• The two l ines feeding each reservoir inlet chamber, 
• The two l ines lea ing each reservoir, 
• The main uction header a1 the inlet of the pumps house 
• Down tream each flow meters and each pipel ine leaving the stat ion, 
• The uction and del ivery sides of each pump 
• The branch to each surge vessel and to each surge tanle 
On the other hand, manual ly operated valves have been provided on branches for future 
connection of a surge vesse l .  The nozzle type non-return valves have been provided on 
each delivery pump side.  In addition globe type pressure sustaining valves have been 
instal led at tation inlets. These valves are located between the sectioning valves and the 
flo",' meters. Their main function is to ensure tight l ine operat ions on the upstream twin 
1 200 mm pipel ines from Sweihan to AARS . 
The main piping inside the pump house i s  made of ducti le iron with internal l ining of 
fusion-banded epoxy (FBE)  for both pipes and fittings. While the external main piping of 
the pump house is made of duct i le iron with internal l ining of cement mortar for the pipes 
and fu ion banded epoxy (FBE) for the fitt ings [ 8 ] .  
3 . 4  D e m a n d s  a n d  P u mps Operation a n d  Supply Patterns  a t  AARS 
upply flow to AARS from Fujairah l ines was plotted versus outgoing flows to different 
areas in F igure 3 .2 .  This Figure shows the flow rate which peaks in Markhania to 2,956 Us 
from 7 :00 to 9 :00 hrs, peaks in Khabisi and Power House to 1 ,702 lis from 9 :00 to 1 0 :00 
hrs, peaks in H i l i  to 1 ,303 Us from 7 :30 to 20:00 hrs ' and peaks in Sarouj to 805 Us from 
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Figure 3 .2 :  Daily water demands for four demand zones ( Markhania, Khabisi & Power 
House, Hili and Sarouj) 
As shown in Figure 3 .2, Markhama group cannot be supplied directly from Fujairah lines 
espec ial ly during peak hours. Consequently the requirement of bypassing AARS to feed Al 
Markhania Group cannot be met (refer to Chapter 4 for further d iscussion). 
It  is worth mentioning that the current study limits the analysis to the current existing 
demand patterns. However, it is vital and recommended to search new supply patterns 
associated with less energy consumption and targeting continuous supply to the customers. 
This can be further studied upon collecting more data and details in the distribution system 
and can be achieved using advanced optimization techniques. 
3.5 Operations of AARS Pumping Groups 
The described variable demands are met by the corresponding supplies Via operating 
different number of pumps in AARS as explained in Table 3 .2 .  
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Table 3 .2 :  AARS pump groups operation 
Pump Group Name Time period No. of Operating Pumps 
00:00- 05 :00 1 
05 :00 - 06:00 2 
M arkhania 06:00 - 18 :00 3 
18 :00 - 21 :00 2 
21:00 - 24 :00 I 
00:00 - 06:30 I 
06:30 - 07:00 2 
Khabisi 
07:00 - 21 :30 3 
21 :30 - 24 :00 1 
00:00 - 07 :00 1 
Hi l i  07 :00 - 20:00 3 
20:00 - 24:00 I 
00:00 - 04:00 1 
arouJ 04:00 - 23 :00 2 
23 :00 - 24 :00 I 
3.6 Outflows of AARS 
As presented before, AARS is supplying four areas, which are Ai Markhania ( including 
Dahma Zakher, and Alwagen), Sarouj, Khabisi and Powerhouse, and Hili .  The water 
supplies to each of these areas are summarized in Table 3 . 3 .  Throttle Valves were p laced 
downstream the pumping station at each area in order to maintain the pressure in the 
distribution system at 3 Bars. However, no real data on the pressure upstream valves were 
found. Therefore, Pressure Reduc ing Valves were used in the simulation to achieve this 
objective. In addition, the incoming pressures to the pumping station reservoirs at each 
area are be ing wasted by dumping the water in to the atmospheric pressure (discussed 
thoroughly in Chapter 1) . Certain protection arrangements are being used for the high 
incoming pressures during the low demand period. Table 3 .4  summarizes pumps operation 
during different periods. 
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Tab le 3 .3 :  Water outflow at di fferent areas 
Elevation 
Incoming Min .  Incoming No. of Distribution 
Area water source water Pressure Distribution network 
(m ) 
(mm) (bar) pumps 01 (mm) 
At Markhan ia 250 1 000 4.4 8 600 
At Dahma 278 800 2.5 8 600 
At Zakher 250 800 3 8 600 
At AI wagan 250 800 3 N/A N/A 
At Khabisi 268 900 3 .2 6 600 
At Power House 268 600 1.3 5 600 
At H i l i  268 900 3 .5  ] 0  600 
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Table 3 .4 :  Pump operation at each area pumping station during different periods 
Area T ime period o. of Operating Pumps 
00:00- 07 :00 1 
07:00 - 09:00 3 
Khabisi 09:00 - 16:00 4 
1 6 :00 - 2 1 :30  5 
21 :30 - 24 :00 1 
00:00 - 07:00 1 
07:00 - 08 :00 3 
Power Hou e 
08 :00 - 16:00 4 
21 :30 - 24 :00 1 
00:00 - 07:30 1 
Hi l i  07 : 30  - 20 :00 9 
20:00 - 24 :00 1 
00:00 - 05 :00 1 
05 :00 - 07 :00 3 
Sarouj 07:00 - 1 8 :30 6 
18 :30 - 21 :30 4 
21:30 - 24:00 1 
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C H A PT E R  I V  
H Y D RA U LI C  S I M U LATI O N  M O D E LS S ETU P A N D  BY PASS 
PROPOSA L 
In thi chapter, a l l  re lated parameters assumption , and data used In the hydraulic 
simulation models  setup for the proposed sy tern are addressed . 
4. 1 E x ist ing System Setup 
In  th is  ecti n ,  main input data required to run the simulation models in both Info Water 
and Info urge are ummarized and addres ed. Labels for pipes and nodes are plotted on 
the network sketches (Figure 4 . 1 for pipes and Figure 4 .2 for nodes) .  Al l  data for 
InfoWater are al id for InfoSurge as wel l .  
4. 1 . 1  InfoWater Setup 
The data given were used in sett ing up the Info Water model .  These data include nodes and 
j unctions, pipes, valves, pumps, reservoirs, s imulation options, t ime and reports etc . . .  
Nodes and J unctions Data 
A l l  nodes have an elevation value of 253m with zero demand and no demand pattern 
except the fol lowing nodes in Table 4 . 1 ,  which represent the areas. 
Table 4 . 1 :  J unctions input data 
I D  DEM AND PATTERN Elevat ion (m) 
J 52 7 1 1 .46 KHABIS I  268 
] 54 724 H IL I  268 
J 60 5 50 DAHMAH 278 
J62 628 M AQAM 250 
J 64 466 ZAKHER 250 
J 84 5 1 6  SA ROU] 253 
192 279 .58  POWERHOUSE 268 
166 342 250 
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Figure 4 . 1 :  Proposed network layout with pipes labels as shown in the simulation model 
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F igure 4 . 3 :  Magnifier of Khabisi and Power House connect ions as shown in the simulation 
model 
P ipes Data 
P ipe diameter range from 500 to 1 400mm diameter. P ipes lengths ranges from 5 to 
7500m . Al l  pipes roughness coefficient value is 1 50. Check valves were installed on 1 200 
and 1 400mm dian1eter transmission pipes only. 
Pumps Data 
Table 4 .2  shows a l l  pumps in AARS. The pump curves were defined as multiple point 
curves provided by TRANSCO. Refer to Figure 5 . 1  for dai ly water demands for four 
demand zones (Markhania Khabisi & Power House, H i l i  and Sarouj) .  Pump Operation 
Control start and c losure t ime depends on demand change during the day. Pwnp init ial 
status depends on the number of operated pumps to del iver the required flow. Table 4 .3 
shows the pumps curves data for the pumps used in the simulation. Al l  pumps in AARS 
station have an elevation of 253m and 600mm diameter with mult iple point curve type . 
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Table 4 .2 :  Pumps data 
Design Design F low 
I D  Pump Curve Head (m) 
U7000 MA RKHAN IA 47 
U7002 MARKHAN I A  4 7  
U7028 MARKHAN IA 47  
U70 1 6  H I LI 56 
U70 1 8  H I L I  5 6  
U7020 H I LI 56  
U7022 SAROUJ 69 
U7024 SAROUJ 69 
U7008 KHABIS I  47 
U70 1 0  K H A B I S I  4 7  
U 70 1 2  K H A B I S I  4 7  
Table 4 . 3 :  AAR pumps curves data 
H i l i  
F low ( I s) Head (m) F low ( I/s) 
0 68 0 
1 3 8 .89 65 222.22 
29 1 .67 60 29 1 .67 
388 .89 5 5  333 .33  
4 5 8 .33  50  388 .89 
Khab is i  402.78 
Flow (lis) Head (m) 
0 73 F low ( I/s) 
1 66.67 70 0 
3 3 3 .33  65 462.78 
4 1 6.67 60 6 1 1 . 1 1 
500 55 944.44 
527.78 50 1 094 






1 3 50 
1 3 50 
1 3 50 
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Power (kW) Efficiency (%) Speed (RPM) 
558  90.3 827 
5 5 8  90.3 827 
5 5 8  90.3 827 
234 88 . 1 1 1 90 
234 8 8 . 1  1 1 90 
234 88 . 1 1 1 90 
1 87 85 .4 1 1 58  
1 87 85 .4 1 1 5 8 
5 5 8  90.3 827 
5 5 8  90.3 827 
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Table 4.4 :  imuJation option simulation time and imulation report data 
Simulation Options 
Pres ure Unit meter 
Flow Unit Lis 
WQ tolerance 0.001 
Vi co ity 1 X 10.6 m� /s 
Extended Run 24 hr 
Vapor pressure - I  bar 
Diffusiv ity 1.21 x 10.9 m- Is 
Head Loss Equation Hazen Wi l l iams 
Un-balances Stop ( .y )  or Continue 
Accuracy 0.001 
Number of Trials 40 
Specific Gravity 1 
Rule Control " 
Simulation Time 
Duration 24 hr 
Clock Start Time 0:00 midnight 
Pattern Start Time 0 :00 midn ight 
Report Start Time 0 :00 midnight 
Hydraul ic Time Step 0 .5  hr 
Pattern Time Step 0.5 hI' 
Qual ity Time Step NIA 
Report Time Step 0 . 5  hr 
Rule T ime Step 0 . 5  hr 
S imulation report 
Hydraul i c  Status fu l l  
Link Report a l l  
Node Report a l l  
Generate Network Summary Table " 
Generate Warning Messages " 
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imulation Rule ontrol 
Currentl , A  R del iver their dai ly water requirements to Al Qidfa Pumping tation in  
Fujairah city. R water requirement aries in  separate connect ions (Not shown in this 
imulation) where VIP farm are suppl ied with water in addition to their wel ls  when 
required. Due to non-typical operat ions throughout the month and even the week, and in 
order to match the real i ty as much as possible, some controls were added in the simulation 
so that i t  can run properl without imulation errors. The main objective of these controls 
is  to make ure that in  case of water demand downstream AARS is reduced ( i .e .  V IP farms 
i s  not taking water from AARS),  AARS reservoirs wi l l  not waste the water and wi l l  send a 
ignal to Qidfa Pumping Station to reduce their flows. Another use of these controls is that 
the suppl from Fujairah l ines should not be constant and should match the AARS water 
demand  patterns. This approach is cost effective as i t  helps in reducing the number of the 
extra huge reservoirs in AARS. Table 4 .5  addresses the rule controls used in the 
simulat ion. 
Table 4 . 5 :  Rule control used in  s imulation 
Type Keyword Rule Statement 
I f: Prem ise I F  Tank 3 4  level >= 4 .000 
And/Or: Premise AN D Tank 33 leve l >= 4 .000 
And 'Or: Premise AN D Tank 32 level >= 4 .000 
And 'Or: Premise AN D Tank 3 1  level >= 4 .000 
Then: Action THEN Sett ing Valves V8008 Sett ing Is 600.00 
And: Action AN D Sett ing Valves V80 1 0  Sett ing I s  600.00 
Else:  Action ELSE Sett ing Valves V8008 Sett ing I s  1 400.00 
And: Action AN D Sett ing Valves V80 1 0  Sett ing I s  1 400.00 
Define E lements Data 
This section defines elements data. Both reservoirs are fixed head reservoirs. The reservoir 
representing Taweelah l i nes has 262m head whi le the reservoir representing Fujairah l ines 
has 3 1 8m .  
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4. 1 .2 Info urge etup 
Thi section addresse al l  data required to setup the I nfo urge model of the stem under 
tud '. 
• Define Taweelah and Fujairah l ines 
• Demand Change : refer to Figure 5 . 1  
• Air Valve : 
Inflow Diameter = 1 00 mm 
Outflow diameter = 1 00 mm 
Init ial air volume = 0 m3 
• Pre ure Relief Valves: refer to Tables 5 .9  and 5 . 1 0 . 
• Run Manager 
Select Active Standard ( ) for Info Water steady state and EPS analysis. 
e lect Active Surge ( ) for InfoSurge transient analysis with the fol lowing 
• Global Wave Speed : 1 066 mlsec 
• Cavitation Head : - 1 0  m (vapour pressure) 
• Pressure Sensitive Demand ( ) 
• Pipe Segment Length Tolerance : 1 0  
• imulation Run Duration (Seconds) : 2000 
• Exi t  head : Varies depending on the run situation. 
• Monitoring Pressure Head Range : Minimum = - 1 00m & Maximwn = + 400m 
• I ntrusion Calculation Type : No I ntrusion Calculation. 
• Monitoring ode : 1 -95 and 1 52 
• Output Report i s  generated for al l  e lements either graphical ly  or numerical ly after a 
hydraulic run .  
Estimation of the Wave Speed (a) 
I t  is important to know, whi le estimating the wave speed ( a), that small quantities of air 
result in  reducing the wave speed and lead to non-conservative estimation of a .  In this 
study the presence of trapped air in the pipe is ignored. 
Four main factors should be considered whi le estimating the wave speed. These factors 
are : 
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• Pipe Material ( Young' s  Modulu ), Ducti le I ron pipes with 
• Pipe Re trainment (pipe upport and anchor ) 
• Pipe Properties (Di  / Wal l Thickness) 
• T pe of  Liquid ( Bulk Modulus), 
The wave peed (a) was calculated based on the fol lowing assumptions: 
• Ducti le iron pipe 
• 900mm diameter (s ince the long pipes in the system have this diameter) 
• Wal l thickness = 1 2  mm 
• Young ' s  Modulus = 1 72 GPa for duct i le  iron 
• Poisson ' s  Ratio (�p)  = 0 .3 .  
• KR of 0.9 1 was calculated from the equation K R  = 1 - �p2 that considers a pipe 
anchored again t longitudinal movement from both sides ( The assumed type of 
constraints provides a conservative estimation of the wave speed) 
As concluded from , and in order to use Figure 2 .8 ,  P ipe Properties (Di / Wal l Thickness) 
was determined and found to be 75 (9001 1 2) which corresponded to wave speed 1 066 
m/sec . This wave speed a lue (a)  was used in the s imulation for a l l  pipes and branches in 
order to a oid any numerical instabi l i ty as recommended [ 4 ] .  
4 . 2  S i m u lat ion of C u rre n t  System a n d  M odel  Verification 
Certain arrangements (waterfa l l s )  are used at the reservoirs in let to e l iminate the high­
pressure values during the low demand periods. As per TRANSCQ thrott le valves are 
insta l led downstream each distribution pumping station in di fferent areas to maintain the 
residual pressure in the distribution networks at 3 bars . 
The objective of this section is to verify the model against the real l i fe situation. Even 
though no field measurements were avai lable or could have been taken during the study, 
s imulation results of the current system were verified verbal ly with the TRANSCQ 
operating engineers for verification purposes. Figure 4.4 represents the exist ing pressures 
upstream the pumping station reservoirs. These values were found reasonable to 
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Figure 4 .4 :  Existing out let pressures of the area pumping stat ions 
4.3 Bypass P roposal  
The objective of this  research is to study the possibi l i ty of bypassing AARS and 
distribution pumping stations such as Al Markhania,  Khabisi, H i l i  and Sarouj .  Two main 
criteria are considered to determine the area to be bypassed. These two criteria are 
maximwn possible water supply and maximum power saving, which wi l l  eventual ly lead 
to reduce the operation and maintenance costs drastical ly.  
Criteria One : Max imum bypassed supply 
Based on 36.6 I MGD water supply from Fujairha l ines, it can be real ized that only three 
areas out of four can be bypassed (as shown in Table4 .6), knowing that the average dai ly 
water supply from Fujairah l ines is  36.6 IMG. 
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Table 4 .6 :  A erage dai l water supply for each area 
Area Water Demand ( I MGD) Poss ib i l ity Extra Water ( l MGD) 
A l  Markhania 38 .1 No - - - - - - - - -
Khabi i 1 8 .8 Yes 17.80 
H i l i  13.84 Ye 22.76 
Sarouj 9.9 Yes 26.70 
Table 4.6 show that the fol lowing six options can be done based on average dai ly  water 
demand . The first option is to bypass Khabisi and H i l i  areas. The second option is to 
b pa s Khabisi and Sarouj areas . The third option is to bypass H i l i  and Sarouj areas. The 
fourth option is to bypass Khabisi area alone. The fifth option is to bypass H i l i  area alone . 
Last option is to bypass Sarouj area alone. Figure 4 .5  shows a schematic sketch for AARS 
with water requirements. 
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F igure 4 . 5 :  Schematic sketch for AARS with water requirements 
SarouJ 
9 . 9  IMGD 
Considering peak distribution flows based on supply patterns as given in F igure 3 .2  in 
chapter 3 and knowing that the maximum supply flow from each Fuj airah l ine is about 
1 000 lis, more findings are concluded as l isted in Table 4 .7 .  
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Table 4 .7 :  Peak water upply flo s for each area and possibil ity of bypas ing 
Peek Flow Peak MAX F low Both Bypass 
Area 
(LI ) hours Fujairah Lines (LI ) Possibi l ity 
AL 2,956 7-9 2000 
Markhania 
No 
Khabi i ] ,702 9- \ 0 2000 Yes 
H i l i  1 , 303 7:30 - 20 2000 Yes 
arouJ 805 7 - 13:30 2000 Yes 
Extra F low 





] 1 95 
Table 4 .7  indicates that the flows that can be met by supply from Fujairah l ines during 
peak hour are as ociated with three options only as fol lows : 
1 .  Khabisi area alone 
2. H i l i area alone 
3 .  arouj area alone. 
Criteria T\ 0:  Maximum energy saving 
The power consum ption associated with supplying each area by the bypassed water was 
calculated using InfoWater software considering the distribution demand patterns and an 
average pwnp efficiency of 80%. Results are summarized in Table 4 . 8  (Energy unit cost is 
0 . 1 5DhsIKW.hr). The fust option wi l l  be Al Khabisi area as it is associated with the 
highest supply flow that can be met by Fujairah l ines. This high flow wil l  require high 
power and energy to pump through AARS in case of not bypassing. This i s  substantiated 
by the energy calculations depicted in the Table 4 . 8Table 4 . 8  and Figure 4 .6 .  Therefore, it 
is c lear that Al Khabis i  area wil l  not only have the maximum flow uti l i zation, but also wi l l  
have the maximum savings in energy and operation costs .  
Based on above the scenario of bypassing AI K habisi area (which includes Kahbisi and 
P .H  Pumping stations) is  se lected. The dai ly energy costs are plotted in Figure 4.6 for 
further c larifications . 
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Table 4 . 8 :  Power consumption and power cost for different areas 
AARS Pumping Station Zone Pumping Station 
Area Pump 




Marl.hanl3 1 1 64 8 
Khabm &. 600.2 
P H  
Hi l i  440.8 
SarouJ 309 6 
Motor 
Po ...  er 
Consu 
mptlon 
( K W) 
1 456 0 
750.3 
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Energy r Enrg) r Power Po\\er Energy E nergy ( K W) 
Consump Cost Consu Consu Consum Cost 
lion ( Dhs) mpllon mpllon ptlon (Dhs) 
(KW hr) ( K W) (KW) (KW 
hr) 
34944 0 524 1 6 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
1 8006 9 270 1 0 3 3 1 1 +  524 2 1 2579 9 1 887 0 1 274.5 
8 8 2 = 
4 1 93 
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Figure 4 .6 :  Energy cost for pumping stations for concerned areas at AARS 
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4.3. 1 Bypa Scen a rio 
B pa s ing complete two boo ter pumping station for one area at the same time for 24 
hour wi l l  be con idered. The fir t booster pumping tation is inside AARS and the second 
booster pumping stat ion is located at the area itse l f. Excess water wi l l  be pumped in AARS 
re ervoir e p cial l during low demand/supply hours . 
The ad antage of thi cenario i that two pumping stations wi l l  not be required and they 
can be uti l ized omewhere else. Moreover, the operation and maintenance costs of these 
pumping stat ion wi l l  be aved as wel l .  
Thi scenario wi l l  be further studied 1 11 Chapter 5 t o  assure that potential  undesired 
tran ient condition are a oided. Figure 4 .7  represents a sketch for the proposed bypass 
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Figure 4 .7 :  Proposed bypass scenario 
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To Distnbution 
C H A PT E R  V 
EVALUATI ON O F  TH E P R O PO SE D  B Y PASS 
In chapter 5 ,  the hydraulic tran ients associated with a number of  possible operat ional 
cenario of the propo ed b pas are imulated and evaluated. The findings are recorded 
and analyzed . The e cenarios are c lassi fied into two classes as fol lows : 
• ormal val e c losure/opening scenarios. 
• Abnormal ,  rare and unplanned cenarios such as rapid valve closure/opening 
udden valve closure during peak flows and pipe break . 
Variables l ike afe valve c losure/opening t imes system head recovery times, and system 
head variation are evaluated in  the considered scenarios given the pressure ratings of the 
insta l led pipes. F inal ly, suitable surge protection devices are proposed, taking into 
con ideration the ones already instal led in  the system . 
It i s  important to mention that transients generated downstream the proposed bypass i s  not 
addressed in this study as it needs more data in the distribution system and considered to 
beyond the scope of the current study. In addition, residual pressure downstream the 
proposed bypass is  relatively low ( less than 3 bars) and there are exist ing surge protection 
devices to protect the distribution system from generated transients. Further study can be 
done under separate detai led research to cover this point. 
5. 1 Operation Scena rios 
ormal operation scenarios representing the typical operating conditions of Khabisi and 
Power House areas were simulated considering the possible transients events generated . In 
addition, abnormal operation scenarios representing the rare and unplanned conditions are 
simulated. Each scenario is explained in deta i l  in the coming sections with its results and 
findings. 
Valve opening or c losure poses some hydraulic effects on the system . The increase in 
nodal demands can be represented by valve opening whi le  the decrease i s  represented by 
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val e c lo ure . The pres ure head ri e in the ystem should not exceed the pipeline rated 
pressure and it hould be maintained within its l imits. In general ,  transients associated with 
val e c losure are more severe than tho e a soc iated with valve opening. Additional ly, in 
ca c there were no ufficient surge protective devices a ai lable such as air valves and 
pres ure rel ieve al  e ,  udden drop in pres ure may cause vacuum in the system.  Other 
than that, the water flow rate may exceed the erosion velocity and may cause damage to 
the pipel ine internal l in ings which may further develop to corrosion that destructs the pipe 
metal . Figure 5 . l shows the operat ing pumps at Khabisi pumping group in  AARS during 
different water demand periods. 
The high water demand occurs daily from 7 AM W1ti l  9 :30 PM, whereas peak flows occurs 
from 9 :00 AM unti l 1 0 :00 AM, which corresponds to 3 pumps operat ing at AARS. The 
low \ ater demand starts dai ly, at 9 :30  PM unti l  7 :00 AM, which corresponds to one pump 
operat ing at AARS. 
I n  the studied system, four major water demand changes ( 12 ,  I S  R4 and R6) out of eleven 
are selected. ormal operation is associated with valve opening or c losing to accommodate 
these water demand changes . However, abnormal operation is associated with sudden 
val e opening or c losing. 
5.2 Normal  O perat ion 
I n  normal operations gradual valve openmgs or c losings are adjusted in  order to 
accommodate water demand changes during the day by reaching the desired water flow 
rates. These demand changes occurred at the nodes representing the di stribut ion system 
where basic demands and the demand patterns are considered. This information represents 
the dai ly  programs provided by (AADC ). In this section, the safe valve opening/closing 
times wi l l  be determ ined in  addition to the system recovery t ime and system head 
variation. 
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Figure 5 . 1 :  Operating pumps at d ifferent water demand periods 
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2 1 :30 brs -
5.2. 1 cenario of Demand Increa e ( Normal Valve Openin g) 
In the studied y tern and as hown in Figure 5 . 1  five water demand mcreases are 
ob erved during a typical da of operat ion exi t a l i sted in Table 5 . 1 .  
Table 5 . 1 :  Demand increase during the day 
I ncreased flow at F low change F low change 
Flow 
lncrea e o. Area change 
t ime from ( I/s) to ( l/s) 
( I/s) 
I I  5 :30  AM Khabisi 1 28 .6 292 .2 163 . 5  
12 7:00 AM Khabis i  and 292.2 1246.4 954.2 
Power House 
I 3  8 :00 AM Power House 1246.4 1495 .3 248.8 
14 9:00 A M  Khab isi 1495 .3 ] 70 1 .6 206.3 
1 5  4 :30 P M  Khabis i  1123 .9 1 600.6 476.7 
Each demand change causes a fluctuation rise in  the hydraulic head. This r ise is  associated 
with a ystem reco ery time during which the system goes to its equi l ibrium condition. 
The durat ion of alve opening/c losing affects the decreased! increased hydraulic head and 
the system recovery t ime.  Figure 5 .2  represents is  an impact example of sudden valve 
opening at Khabisi node at 4 :30 PM ( I S  event) .  It shows pressure head variation versus 
t ime due to sudden valve opening. F i rst, the head drops to - 1 0m then increases to SOm and 
keeps fluctuating up and down around 30m, which is the final head with the new demand. 
From the F igure the system recovery time is est imated as 40 seconds. Such time is 
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Figure 5 .2 :  Nodal max imum head versus time for sudden valve c losure at Khabisi 
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The mo t critical c narios a ociated with normal val e opening are the largest two 
increa c 1 2  and I S  wher 12  in  01 es 76.6% increa e in flow (from 292 V to 1 246 lis) ,  
whi le I S  invol e 29.8% increase in flO\ (from 1 1 23 .9  lis to 1 600.6 lis) .  The two scenarios 
ar simulated and tudied . 
Result for thi scenario are summari ed in Table 5 .2  and Figure 5 . 3  for Khabisi and in 
Table 5.3 and Figure 5.4 for Power House. 
For Khabisi area the head right before the 12 event was 39 .8m and dropped ult imately to 
27 .5m after a period of head fluctuations associated with the valve-opening event. Figure 
� . 3  indicates that the acceptable pressure rat ing of pipes and fittings of 1 6  bars is far above 
the maximum heads of a l l  considered opening events. I n  addition, the transients generated 
from I -second valve opening are within the pipel ine pressure range ( s ince zero second of 
valve opening/closure i s  not accepted by the software) .  However due to long system 
recovery time (600 seconds), major instabi l ity in the system could occur such as gaskets 
rupture, bolts loose, d isconnection of spigots/sockets, etc .  Such unstable operat ion may 
cause water leakage in the system. Therefore, a m inimum of 1 5  seconds i s  needed as an 
acceptable valve opening t ime at Khabisi after which the t ime needed to absorb the head 
fluctuations becomes more or less constant . Opening times less than that wi l l  also in  
undesirable negative heads. 
Table 5 .2 :  System recovery t imes and maxirnum-minimwn heads versus valve opening 
times at Khabisi 
Valve Open ing System Recovery Time 
Maximum Nodal Head (m) 
M inimum Nodal Head 
Time (sec) (Sec) (m) 
1 600 1 23 . 7 1  - 1 0  
5 5 80 1 1 3 - 1 0  
1 5  250 39 .8  8 .05 
30 200 39 .8 1 20.7 
60 1 70 39 .8 1 24 . 1 1 
90 1 45 39 .8 1 24.95 
1 20 ] 00 39 .8 1 25 .76 
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Figur 5 . 3 :  stem reco ery times and maximum head versus valve opening times at 
Khabisi 
Table 5 . 3  l ists the recovery times and maximum/minimwn heads associated with different 
valve opening times at the Power House . The head before 12 event was 39.7m then 
dropped to 2 1 .0 ill after the 12 event at the Power House area. Figure 5 .4 indicates that the 
acceptable val e opening t ime at Power House is at least 60 seconds within which the 
system head reaches equi l ibrium and the highly negative heads are el im inated. 
Table 5 . 3 :  System recovery t imes and maximum-minimwll heads versus valve opening 
times at Power House 
Valve Open ing System Recovery Time 
Maximum Nodal Head (m) 
M in imum Nodal  Head 
Time (sec) (Sec) (m) 
I 600 230 - 1 0  
5 580 1 78 .74 - 1 0  
1 5  250 44.7 1 - 1 0  
30 200 39.67 -3 .94 
60 1 70 39.67 0.08 
90 1 45 39.67 1 3 .6 
1 20 1 00 39.67 1 6 .08 
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Figure 5 .4 :  System recovery times and maxim um head versus valve opening times at 
Power House 
Flow Increase at Khabisi at 4 :30  PM (IS Event) 
Results for this scenario are summarised in Figure 5 .4  and Figure 5 . 5 .  The head before I S  
e ent was 37 . 1 m  whi le the head after the I S  event was 30.2 m .  Figure 5 . 5  shows that the 
acceptable valve opening t ime at Khabisi is at least 1 5  seconds within which the system 
head reaches sett led equi l ibr ium and the high negative heads diminish. As a conc lusion of 
normal valve opening results considering the worst-case scenarios, it is found that 
pressures the acceptable pipe rating of 1 60m as wel l  as highly negative pressures 
(reaching cavitation l imi t )  generate in the system for smal l opening times. It should be 
noted the system is usua l ly  capable of accommodating some vacuum associated with 
reasonable negative heads via adequately sized air valves . 
Table 5 .4 :  System recovery times and maxlmum head versus valve openmg times at 
Khabisi 
Valve Opening System Recovery 
Maximum Nodal Head (m) 
M inimum Nodal Head 
Time (sec) Time (Sec) (m) 
0 7 1  50.2 1 - 1 0  
5 67 3 7.96 7 .36 
1 5  63 37. 1 1  23 ,83  
30  6 1  37 . 1 I 26.97 
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Figure 5 . 5 :  System reco ery times and maximum head versus valve opening times at 
Khabis i  
5.2.2 Scenarios of Demands D rop (Normal Valve Closure) 
Figure 5 . 1  depicts six water demand reductions occurring during the day as l isted in the 
Table 5 . 5 .  
Table 5 . 5 :  Demand reductions during the day 
Reduction Reduced 
Area 
F low change F low change F low change 
No. flow at time from ( I/s) to ( I/s) ( I/s) 
R l  1 0 :00 A M  Khabisi 1 70 1 .6 1 602 99.6 
R2 1 2 :00 P M  Power House 1 602 1 5 82 .4 1 9.6 
R3 03 :00 PM Power House 1 582 1 5 54.4 28 
R4 04:00 PM Power House J 5 54.4 1 1 23 .9 43 1 
R5 07:00 P M  Power House 1 600.6 1 480.4 1 20.2 
R6 09 :30 PM Khabisi & Power House 1 480.4 1 28 .6  1 35 1 . 8 
The most critical scenanos associated with normal valve c losing are the largest two 
reductions (R4 and R6).  R4 event involves 27.7% decrease in flow (from 1 554.4 lis to 
1 246 lis) whi le  R6 event involves 9 1 .3% decrease in flow (from 1 480.4 lis to 1 28 .6  lis) .  
These two scenarios are simulated and evaluated below. 
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Flo Reduction at Power Hou e at 4 :00 PM (R4 Event) 
A number of valve c lo ure times at Power House were simulated and evaluated. The 
result are ummari ed in Table 5 .6  and Figure 5 .6 .  The head right before R4 event was 
20.7m and increased to 3 8 .2m as a result of demands increase in the R4 event. Figure 5 .6 
indicate that the val c losure time at PO\ er House should not be less than 60 seconds to 
e l iminate the high negati e heads and to al low the recovery t ime reaching equil ibrium. 
Table 5 . 6 :  ystem recovery tim s and maximum-minimum heads versus valve c losure 
time at Power Hou e 
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Figure 5 .6 :  System recovery t imes and maximum head versus valve c losure times at Power 
House 
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Flow Reduction at Khabi i and Power House at Duration 9 :30 P M  (R6 Event) 
Table 5 . 7, Table 5 . 8  Figure 5 . 7  and Figure 5 . 8  document the results for this event. For 
Khabi i area, the head before R6 event wa 35 .2m and increased to 48 .7m due to demands 
dr p during the R6 e ent . Figure 5 . 7  shows that the acceptable valve c losure time at 
Khabi i i at least 60 econds for the same reasons given before . 
Table 5 . 8  and Figure 5 . 8  report the reco ery time of maximum/minimum heads associated 
with valve c lo ure at Power House for R6 event . The head before R6 event was 39.7m and 
ultimately rose to 48 .5m after the c losure event. Figure 5.8 indicates that the acceptable 
val e c losure t ime at Khabisi should be at least 60 seconds; again for the same reasons 
di cu ed before. 
Table 5 . 7 :  S stem recovery times and maxlmun1 head versus valve c losure times at 
Khabi i 
Valve Closure Time System Recovery Time Maximum Nodal M in imum Nodal 
( ec) (Sec) Head (m) Head (m) 
1 1 55 1 93 . 1 1  - 1 0  
5 1 30 1 1 8 .06 l 3 .85  
1 5  1 2 1  76. 1 5  3 5 . 1 6  
30  1 1 6 60.63 3 5 . 1 6  
60 1 1 4 54 .39 3 5 . 1 6  
90 1 1 0 52 .5  3 5 . 1 6  
Table 5 . 8 :  System recovery t imes and maximum head versus valve c losure times at Power 
House 
Valve C losure Time System Recovery Time Maximum Nodal M in imum Nodal 
(sec) (Sec) Head (m) Head (m) 
I 1 50 296.73 - 1 0  
5 1 40 1 68 .4 1 - 1 0  
1 5  1 33 76.97 30.63 
30 1 28 60 .58  35 .05 
60 1 23 54 .32 35 .05 
90 1 20 52 .39 35 .05 
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Figure 5 . 8 :  System recovery times and maximum head versus valve c losure times at Power 
House 
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5.3 A b n o r ma l  O p e rat ion  
ommon abnonnal operat ing event that usual ly re flect major transient effects on a 
h draul ic  system are related to ei ther sudden alve c lo  ure or pump trips. The severity of 
uch event i u ual ly re lated to the flow conditions prevai l ing in the system . ince the 
b pa propo ed in thi tudy doe n ' t  ha e any pumps, there won ' t  be pump trip events of 
concern .  Thi leave the current system usceptible to the hazard of sudden valve c losures 
e pec ial ly  if ccurred during peak suppl flows. It is assumed that these cases are very rare 
to happen. In our case, two sudden val · e c losures were considered, s imulated analyzed, 
and di cu sed. These abnormal conditions represent the most critical abnormal conditions 
posing the mo t unde i rable impacts on the proposed bypass where severe results can 
occur. I t  i s  a umed in the simulation setup that valve c losure wi l l  occur in 1 second . The 
con idered abnonnal operating conditions are as fol low: 
• Complete sudden valve c losure at Khabisis area during peak supply flow at 5 :30  
PM 
• Complete sudden valve c losure at Power House area during peak supply flow at 
9 :30 AM 
5.3. 1 Comp lete sudden valve closure at Khabisis area d u ring peak supply flow at 
5 :30 PM 
I n  this case, i t  is  assumed that a complete sudden valve c losure a t  Khabisi area OCCUlTed at 
5 :30 PM where the peak supply flow from 4 : 30 PM to 9 :30  PM reached 1 430 lis . F igure 
5 .9  shows the pressure heads generated in Khabisi and Power House areas and their 
fluctuations with t ime 
The Figure shows that the maximum system head reached to 3 1 3  .2 .m at Power House area 
that is far the maximum al lowable pipe rat ing of 1 6  bars . The m inimum system head 
reched to - 1 0m at Khabsis and Power House areas indicating that the system wi l l  be 
subjected to severe cavitation problems .  
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Figure 5 .9 :  Generated pre ure in Khabisi and Power House areas due to sudden complete 
valve c losure in Khabisi 
5.3.2 Comp lete sud den va lve closure at  Power H ouse area during peak supply flow 
at 9 :30 AM 
In  this case, it is assumed that complete sudden valve c losure at Power House area during 
the peak supply flow from 8 :00 AM to 1 2 :00 PM occurred at 9 :30  AM where the supply 
flow reached its peak levels  of 648 .62 Us. Figure 5 . 1 0  shows the pressure generated in 
Khabisi and Power House areas associated with this event. The maximum system head 
reached to 276m at Power House area whi le the m inimum system head reched to - 1 0m at 
Power House area also. 
The results report unacceptable high and low pressures that may cause water leakage in the 
system other than pipe breaks and erosion. In order to maintain the system pressure within 
the safe l imits with continuous supply to end users, surge protection devices are needed 
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Figure 5 . 1 0 : Generated pressure in Khabisi and Power House areas due to sudden complete 
valve c losure in Power House 
5.4 Proposed Su rge P rotection Devices 
In  this section, surge protection devices and their effects on maintaining the system 
pressure within the desirable ranges wi l l  be evaluated. This includes Air Valves, PRV s 
and Standpipes or urge Tanks. In  real ity flow control valves were insta l led on branches 
that supply water to the consumers in order to manage the water supplies.  The operat ion of 
these alves generates transients in the system. These transients are sensed from the 
immediate pulse of the pressure rise at the source branch .  Then the pressure wave moves 
quickly with sound speed to the entire system . At this time, the best protection action to be 
taken is to reduce the pressure rise at the source by insta l l ing protection devices such as 
PRVs or Surge Vessels .  The fol lowing is a brief description of common surge protection 
devices employed in  d ifferent hydraul ic  systems. 
5.4. 1 Vacu u m  B reaker Valve 
The Vacuum Breaker (VB)  has s imi lar components to the ant i-slam device except that the 
VB disc is held c losed by a spring whi le the anti-slam disc is held open. Hence, the 
vacuum breaker cannot expel air; it only admits air to prevent the formation of a vacuwn 
pocket. This keeps the pipe l ine at a positive pressure and reduces the surge associated with 
a column separat ion. In essence, a large cushion of air is  admitted and trapped in the 
pipel ine after a pump trip. The air is then slowly released over a few minutes through the 
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adjoining air relea e val e, which has a smal l  ( i .e .  1 14 in )  orifice. Transient analysis 
program are designed to model this type of air valve solution as wel l .  
Figure 5 . 1 1 shows a typical a i r  release valve imi lar to the ones instal led on the 900mm 
and 600mm pip l ine . From urge simulat ion, Air ReleaselVacuum Valve diameters are 
1 00mm diameter for Khabisi and Power House areas and to be located at the highest points 
[ 1 3 ] .  
5.4.2 Pre ure Relieve Valve 
urge rel ief alves are often the most practical means of rel ieving pressure. In these valves, 
a pres ure surge l ifts a disc al lowing the valve to rapidly rel ieve water to the atmosphere or 
back to the wet wel l .  urge rel ief alves have the l im itation that they may not open rapidly 
enough to d i  sipate surges in cases where column separation can occur. For the cases 
where the transient computer model predicts steep or rapid pressure surges surge rel ief 
valves equipped with ant ic ipator controls  should be considered. A surge ant ic ipator valve 
v,i l l  open rapidly upon the sensing of a high or low-pressure event . 
When a pwnp suddenly stops the pressure in the header wi l l  drop the static pressure and 
trigger the surge antic ipator valve to open. The valve wi l l  then be partial ly or fully open 
when the return pressure wave occurs .  Anticipator valves typical ly open in less than five 
seconds, pass high low rates, and re-close slowly at the pump control valve c losure rate 
(60-300 seconds) .  The sizing of surge rel ief valves is critical and should be overseen by 
transient analysis experts. ext section discusses the PRY Sizing. 
PRY activates (open) when the pressure in the pipel ine at sensing node ( not necessary at 
the valve) exceeds the opening pressure value by ejecting water out through orifice to 
prevent excessive h igh-pressure surges. The opening time is the time where the valve goes 
from the start to ful ly open position. The PRY c loses once the pressure at the sensing node 
drops lower than the closing pressure . The PR V can remain open for longer periods due to 
pressure fluctuation at the sensing node. Normally, the PRY ejects l iquid into atmospheric 
pressure (or open surge tank) or into a pressurized region (c losed surge tank) .  F igure 5 . 1 2  
shows typical PRY [ 1 3 ] .  
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5.4.3 tan d pipe and Su rge Tan ks 
Man pe of urge rel ief equipment are used to safeguard pumping systems. For low-
pre ure tern , a tandpipe open to atmosphere wi l l  re l ieve pres sur almost instant ly by 
exhau t ing water. For s tems with higher pre sure, the height of a standpipe would be 
impractical th refore a bladd r-t pe accumulator or surge tank with pressurized air over 
water, can be used to absorb shocks and prevent column separat ions as shown in F igure 
5 . 1 3 . For typical pW11ping systems, however, these tanks tend to be large and expensive 
and mu t be uppl ied with a compressed air system . When used, an additional fast-c losing 
ch ck al e i also needed to prevent surge tank water from reveliing back through the 
pump. This is  a common example of when both a pump control valve and a fast-c losing 
check \ alve are in talled. Furthelmore, the surge tank creates extremely high deceleration 
rates ( i . e .  25 ftl ec2 ), hence fast-c losing check valves or check valves equipped with 
bottom-mounted oil dashpots should be used to prevent slamming [ 1 3 ] .  
ome disad antages o f  Surge Vessels  are found and can be summarized i n  the fol lowing 
points : 
• More Expensive. 
• Large s ize, which results in insta l lation restrictions such as beauti fication of the city 
and unavai labil ity of area. 
• Regular maintenance requirements 
• eed additional pressurized air system support in case of c losed surge vessel s  type. 
The ult imate solution could be PRVs since they are much cheaper, smaller in size and 
could be h idden in underground chambers less maintenance and easy to instal l .  As a 
concl usion, it i s  recommended to have a PRY at each branch ( i .e .  Khabisi and Power 






















F igure 5 . 1 2 : Typical pressure rel ieve valve [ 1 3 ] 
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Figure 5 . 1 3 : Surge tank [ 1 3 ] 
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5.5 PRY Siz ing 
izing of the PRY needed for the proposed bypass i can-ied out ia iterat ive simulations 
u ing Info urge model ti l l  acceptable h draulic condjtions are achieved . In the model, the 
PRY i defined a a node j unction simi lar to other surge devices such as surge vessels  and 
air al e .  Ri ( inflo" re istance) value are used to determine the con-ect PRY sizes as 
de cribed. Inflow resi  tance (R i )  is  inversely proport ional to the size of the PRY where 
large value produce mal l  s izes of PRVs and vice ver a. 
fter e eral trials, it was found that suitable Ri  value for Khabisi is  0.2 whi le it was 0 .5 
[or Power Hou e when a set ystem pressure of 1 1 0m is maintained . Table 5 .9  l ists the 
data and parameters considered in the final setup of the considered PRY s .  
Table 5 .9 :  Pres ure Rel ieve Valve setup data 
Required data Data Value 
Inflow Resistance ( R i) 0.2 (Khabisi), 0 .5  ( Power House) 
Outflow Resistance ( Ro) 0 .2  
Opening Pressure 1 1 0 m  
External Pressure o ( since PRY releases water to atmosphere) 
C losing Pressure 80 III 
Opening Time 1 5  seconds 
Closing Time 1 20 seconds 
Sens ing Node l D  152  ( Khabisi node), 192 ( Power House node) 
Fonnula of i nflow resistance (R i )  and other procedures fol lowed in sizing the PRVs are 
described. 
1 .  Inflow resistance (R i )  = head loss across the valve I flow rate2 
2 .  Head loss across the valve = upstream pressure - downstream pressure 
-+ Head loss across the valve = 1 1 0 ( set Pressure) - 0 (atmospheric Pressure ) 
= 1 1 0 m  = 360.89 ft 
3 .  Ignore minor losses across the valve 
4. Substitute Equation 5 .2  in 5 . 1  to get the flow rate (Q) .  
5 .  Knowing that the Vvalve (maximum recommended veloc ity across the valve) = 
2 * maximum recommended l ined pipe velocity ( 3 . 5  m/s) = 7 mls 
6. Applying the Thumb Rule to get valve cross sect ional area: 
-+ Area of valve (A )  = QNvalve 
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(5 . 1 ) 
(5 .2 )  
7 .  Calculate Val  e Diameter CD)  knowing that Area = 1r D2/4 
It wa found that PRV ize for Khabisi i 468 mm diameter (use 500mm) and for Power 
Hou e is 372 mm diameter (u e 400 mm) .  
Oth r al es required for the proposed bypass include Air Valve in each branch with 1 00 
mm diameter (typical d iameter u ed in most appl ications). Also, a pressure sustaining 
valve of 1 400 mm diameter is required along the Fujaira Line while two Flow Control 
alve are ne ded along the two l ines of Khabisi and Power House branches. 
5.6 Su rge P rotection Devices A n alysis 
Thi ection discusses the effect of the proposed surge protection devices on the system 
behaviour in ca e of sudden valve c losures in Khabisi and Power House areas. 
5.6. 1 PRY at Khabisi  Branch 
F igure 5 . 1 4  shows that the maximum pressure head generated in the bypass-proposed 
system due to sudden and complete valve c losure in Khabisi area at 5 : 30 PM was 1 1 0m at 
Khabisi area whi le the m inimum pressure head was 27.3m at Power House area. 
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Figure 5 . 1 4 : Generated pressure in the system due to sudden complete valve c losure in 
Khabis i  and with PRV 
7 8  
Comparing to ection 5 .2 . 1 ,  it is found that the instal led PRY reduced the maxlIll um 
pre ure head in the ystem from 3 1 3 .2m to 1 1  Om . In addition, it raised the negative 
pre ure head from - 1  O.Om to 27m . 
5.6.2 PRY at Power H ouse Branch 
Figure 5 . 1 5  ho that the max imum pressure head generated in the bypass-proposed 
I tern due to udden and complete alve c losure in Power House area at 9 :30 AM was 
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Figure 5 . 1 5 : Generated pressure in the system due to sudden complete valve c losure in  
Power House and with PRY 
Comparing to section 5 .2 .2,  i t  is  found that the PRY reduced the pressure from 276 to 
1 08m whi le the m inimum pressure changed from - 1 0 .0m to 1 3 .7m .  
5.7 Sensitivity A n a lysis o f  t h e  P roposed Bypass 
In this section, the sensitivity of the proposed system to the Hazen Wi l l iam friction 
coefficient "C'. which represents the pipe situation, has been studied and simulated where 
the impact on residual pressure at each area, i .e .  Khabisi and Power House, have been 
concluded in the fol lowing F igure 5 . 1 6  and Figure 5 . 1 7 . From these Figures, it could be 
noticed that even with C value of 1 00; sti l l  the residual pressure at Khabisi area wil l  be 
more than 3 bars even during peak flows. However for Power House, it was found that i f  
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the alue of C reached to 1 00, the re idual pres ure that might reach to Power House 
during peak flows i les than 1 bar which might be ery critical and not acceptable .  
There are several recommendation to enhance the low residual pres ure at  Power House 
in the ca e of = 1 00.  First, a stated in ection 3 .4, it is  recommended to search new 
uppl pattern a soc iated \ ith Ie s energy consumption and targeting continuous supply 
to the cu tamer . Thi wi l l  reduce friction losses in the system especial ly during peak 
period . 
econd, becau e of high flow eloc ity reaching to 2 .3  mls in Power House branch during 
peak periods, it is recommended to increasing the pipe diameter of Power House to 900mm 
diameter. Thi wi l l  re ult in reducing the friction losses in the system where the max imum 
flow velocit i l l  be around 1 m/s . In addition, it wi l l  increase the residual pressure at 
Power House to 3 bars. Figure 5 . 1 8  shows the residual pressures at Khabis and Power 
House with C a lue 1 00 of the pipes network and upgraded Power House branch to 
900mm diameter. 
Third, Power House branch could be replaced with new pipes so that they wi l l  have a C 
value of 1 50 where the remaining pipes C value could be 1 00.  This option wi l l  result in 
increasing the residual pressure at Power House to more than 2 bars and to more than 3 
bars at Khabis i .  Figure 5 . 1 9  shows the residual pressure at Khabis and Power House with 
C value of 1 00 except Power House (C = 1 50) .  As swnmery, it i s  recommended to go for 
the first option since it needs only adjusting the existing operation scenarios based on 
fwther detai led study and wi l l  ut i l ize the existing system . In addit ion, option one does not 
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Figure 5 . 1 7 : Effect of pipe roughness on the performance of proposed bypass at Power 
House area 
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F igure 5 . 1 8 : Residual pressures at Khabis and Power House with C value of 1 00 and 
900mm diameter Power House branch 
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Figure 5 . 1 9 : Residual pressure at Khabis i  and Power House with C value of 1 00 except 
Power House branch (C= 1 50)  
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C H A PT E R  V I  
COST A N A LY S I S  O F  P RO POS E D  BY PASS 
Co t analy i of the proposed bypas \ a carried out in order to evaluate i t s  feasibi l i ty and 
value. This proposal requires some modifications of existing instal lation in addition to 
some in truments to be placed in such a pipes and fittings, valves, cables, etc . The costs 
of uch de ice a wel l  as the cost of manpower and maintenance are estimated . The study 
al 0 determ ines the payback period in addit ion to the gained profit in future.  A breakdown 
of proposed b pass cost i presented . 
6. 1 Pipes Costs 
General rates were col lected from different local contractors and the average rates are 
given in Table 6 . 1 with main i tems breakdown such as supply, excavation and insta l lation 
co ts .  Table 6.2 l i sts the main pipes required for the proposed bypass and their costs. 






0 Excavation Installation AEO/m 
Standard Restrained Average 
I OJ pIpes 0 2 8 1  2 8 1  1 80 80 5 4 1  
200mm 
2 
OJ pIpe D 
385 385 1 80 80 645 
300mm 
3 
OJ pIpes 0 
722 722 220 90 1 ,032 
500mm 
-l OJ pIpes 0 9 1 8  1 .276 1 ,097 220 90 1 ,407 
600mm 
5 
OJ pIpes 0 
2,40 1 2,40 1 2,4 0 1  275 1 25 2,801 
800mm 
6 
01 pIpes ON 
1 ,722 2,838 2,280 275 1 25 2,680 
900mm 
7 
OJ pIpes 0 
1 ,954 3. 1 32 2,543 325 1 50 3.0 1 8  
1 000mm 
8 
01 pIpes ON 
2.970 5,748 4,359 350 1 60 4,869 
1 200mm 
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Table 6 .2 :  Main pipe c ts 















From Table 6 . 1 and Table 6.2,  pipes co t was determined to be around 2 .84 Mi l l ion AED 
(around 0 .78 Mi l l ion S $) .  
6.2 Valves and Fitt ing  Costs 
Table 6 .3 Ii ts average costs for the valves needed for the proposed bypass system. 
Table 6 .3 : Valve costs 
Valves Valves Construction 
Material Total 
Area 
Type Dia (mm) Cost (AED) Cost Cost 
(AED) (AED) 
AARS P V 1 400 70,000 700,000 770,000 
Khabisi FCV 900 40,000 400,000 440,000 
Power House FCY 600 22,000 220,000 242 ,000 
Khabisi PRY 500 20,000 220,000 240,000 
Power House PRY 400 20,000 200,000 220,000 
Khabisi AV 1 00 5 ,000 7,000 1 3 ,000 
Power House AV ] 00 5 ,000 7,000 1 3 ,000 
Tot a l  Valve Cost A E D  1 ,938,000 
6.3 E lectric C a b les a n d  Control  System s  
Electric Cables and Control Systems costs are estimated a s  1 5% of  pipe materials, valves 
and fittings cost. The total estimated cost is around AED 7 1 7, 1 80 (US $ 1 96,487) .  Thi s  
cost inc ludes a l l  cable materials and construction costs. 
¢ Total  Capital Cost AED = 2 .843 M i l l ion + l .938 Mi l l ion + 0. 7 1 7 Mi l l ion 
¢ = 5 . 5  Mi l l ion (About US  $ 1 . 506 Mi l l ion) 
¢ Considering Contingency fees 20%, the total bypass project value = 
AED 6.6 Mi l l ion (about US  $ 1 . 808)  
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6.4 Energy Con s u m ption Costs 
The propo ed bypa s was evaluated u ing EP runs by InfoWater software considering 
typical demand pattern . Power consumptions for each area was studied and summarized 
in the Table 6 .4 .  Power costs were plot1ed in Figure 6 . 1 for more i l l ustration. 
TabJe 6 .4 :  Power consumption and power cost for Al Khabisi and Power House areas 
AARS Pumpmg StatIOn Zone Pumping Station Total 
Daily 
Average 
Average Oally Average Average Oad} 0YenU Eacqy 
Pump Po\\ er 
POI\er Energy Pump Power E nergy 0vcnII Powa Cost 
Area 
Consumption 
ConsumptIon Costs Power ConsumptIOn Cost Po"... (MRS + (MRS 
(KW) 
(Pump + (Ohs)! Consumptl (Pump + (Ohs! (KW) AREA) + 
Motor)( KW) da} on (KW) Motor)(KW) day) (KWlDay) AREA) 
(Qhs) 
= 750.3 ' 
=30588 
Khablsl 
= 600 2 3!0 8 24 X 0. 1 5 =750 3+ = 1 274 5 '  ' 0  1 5  
and 600.23 
=750.3 AE OIK\\ 
4 1 9 3 3  524 1 6  1 886 98 524 1 6= 24 = AEO! 
PO\\er 
= 270 1 
1 274 5 30588 kW = 
House 4588 I 
5000.0 
1 887.0 
- 4500.0 11\ 
Zone 
.c 4000.0 C 
Pumping ... 3500.0 
Station 11\ 0 3000.0 u 
> 2500.0 OJ) � 
2000.0 IV C w 1 500.0 
AARS � 1 000.0 
Pumping IV C 500.0 Station 
0.0 
Khabisi I> Power House 
Figure 6 . 1 :  Power consumptions cost for pumping stat ions for concerned areas and at 
AARS 
From Table 6.4 and Figure 6. 1 it is expected to have about 4 ,588 AED per day as power 
cost saving, which is equivalent to annual savings of AED 1 .67 Mi l l ion (about US $ 0.46 
Mi l l ion) .  This value is exc luding the operational cost such as manpower cost, maintenance, 
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pare part , etc . . . . Moreo er, exi ting pumps and surge vessels can be uti l ized in other 
area and purpo es and possibl ave from purcha ing new pumps and serge vessels .  
6.5 Operation and M aintenance Costs 
Ba ed n annual cost of man-hour from TRA CO, Personnel Pol icy and spare parts 
fr m TRANS 0 tore , the Operation and Maintenance (O&M ) costs is estimated and 
ummari ed in Table 6 . 5 .  
Tabl 6. 5 :  Operation and maintenance costs 
Pumping Stat ion 
Manpower Cost 
Spare Parts Costs (AEDNear) 
(AEDfYear) 
Khabisi Pumping tation 750, 1 00 47,000 
Power Hou e pumping Stat ion 750, 1 00 47,000 
Khabisi and Power House Pumping Stat ion 
750, 1 00 47,000 
groups at AARS 
Sub Total 2,250,300 1 4 1 000 
From Table 6 .4 and Table 6 .5  the annual savings are : 
Energy Cost : 
OperationlManpower Costs: 
Maintenance (Spare Parts) :  
AED 1 .67 Mi l l ion (around US $ 0 .46 Mi l l ion) 
AED 2.25 M i l l ion (about US $ 0.6 1 7  Mi l l ion) 
AED 0. 1 4 1  Mi l l ion (around US  $ 0 .386 Mi l l ion), 
This makes the total savings to around AED 4.06 Mi l l ion (around US $ 1 . 1 1 M i l l ion). 
6.6 P roject Payback Period 
After estimating the total project cost and total bypass proposal savings, a project payback 
period can be est imated by comparing these two values. 
¢ Total  bypass project value = AED 6.6 Mi l l ion ( about U S  $ 1 . 808)  
¢ Total annual Energy, Operation and Maintenance costs AED 4.06 Mi l l ion (about 
US $ 1 . 1 1  Mi l l ion) .  
¢ Project Payback Period = AED 6 .6 M i l l ion / AED 4 .06 Mi l l ion = 1 .63 years which 
is about 1 year and 8 months . 
¢ This concludes that after 1 year and 8 months, the annual savings wi l l  be around 
AED 4 .06 Mi l l ion (around US $ 1 . 1 1  Mi l l ion). These results demonstrate the 
feasib i l ity and probity of this proposal . 
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C H A PTE R V I I 
S U M M A R Y  & CONCLU S I ON S  
hapter 7 ummarizes the work undertaken i n  this study and provides a concise l ist of 
conc lu ions. 
7. 1 S u m m a ry of Tasks 
The ta k that have been fol lowed in order to achieve the objective of this study, uti l izing 
the avai lable re idual pressure at Fujairah Transmission l ines to del iver water to the end 
u er of the di  tribution network, are as fol low: 
1 .  Col lecting data for the exist ing settings and operat ion. These data inc lude avai lable 
residual pressure and flows of transmission water l ines feeding AARS (Fujairah 
and Taweelah l ines) ,  AARS pumping stat ions and individual pumping stat ion for 
each area flows patterns pressure, pumps capacities, number of pumps, pumps 
operation, controls, water demands and demand patterns for each area. 
2. Analysing the col lected data and determ ining the source of possible bypass. 
3 .  Different possible scenarios o f  bypassing AARS pumping stations and individual 
pumping stations of each area have been studied considering the optimization of the 
a ai lable residual pressure and flows which reflects the maximum possible cost 
aving. The optimum scenario has been considered. Info Water software has been 
u ed to achieve tIus task . 
4 .  The considered bypass scenario has been studied and analysed against the potential 
transient effects by determining the possible sources of transient generation. These 
sources have been c lassified as Normal and Abnormal operating conditions. Each 
operating condition has been simulated using InfoWater and InfoSurge software 
where their effects have been identified and evaluated . 
5 .  A number of surge protection devices were proposed, analysed, designed and 
simulated such as Air Valves, PRVs etc . . . . The optimum protection devices have 
been selected and their impacts on the observed generated transients have been 
simulated using InfoWater and InfoSurge software. 
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6. The capital co t of the propo ed bypa was est imated and compared against the 
running operation co ts. The results of this cost compari son were used to estimate 
the Pay Back Period. 
7. Ba ed on the result and findings, this study can be used during the feasibi l i ty study 
and concept de ign of a detai led engineering design. 
7.2 S u m m a ry of Fi n d i n gs 
7.2. 1 Bypass proposal 
The re ult showed that Khabisi and Power House area achieves the most benefit of 
bypassing the Fujaira Line in order to uti l ize the residual pressure avai lable in this l ine. 
Thi has been accompl ished considering two cri teria; mass balance during the peak supply 
period , and maximum operation savings associated with maximum operational cost . 
7.2.2 N ormal operatin g con d it ion s  (Typical demand cbanges) 
The normal operating conditions included two cases; demand increase represented by 
a lve opening and demand decrease represented by valve c losure . The results of the 
worst-ca e scenario ( 1  second valve opening/c losing), it was found that maximum 
pressure generated in case of demand increase (230m) and in case of demand decrease 
(297) exceed the pipe rating pressure of 1 60m . In addition, it was found that the generated 
negative pressures reach the cavitation l imi t  of - 1 0m in both s ituations as wel l .  The 
vacuum in the system is taken care of by adequately sized air valves at high elevations. 
The safe valve opening/closing times during demand change were determ ined and fowld to 
be 60 seconds in both cases. 
7.2.3 Abn ormal operating con d itions  
The abnormal operation herein was represnted by sudden and complete valve c losure 
during the peak suppJy periods. From the results considering the worst-case scenario ( 1 -
second valve c losure) where the flow drops to zero, i t  was found that the maximum 
pressure generated (3 1 3m)  exceeds the pipe rat ing pressure ( 1 60m) .  I n  addition, it was 
found that a negative pressure reachi ng to (- 1 0m )  is generated as wel l .  Such impacts can 
pose hazardous situation and therefore required some remediation measures.  
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7.2.4 Propo ed remediation mea ure for udden valve do ure 
The re ult concluded that instal l ing a SOO-mm PRY at Khabisi branch and a 400-mm PRY 
at Power House branch i suffic ient to maintain the residual pres ure in the network within 
the pipe pre ure rat ing. Moreover, Air rel ief / vacuum valves are to be instal led at the 
highe t point of these branche in order to e l iminate the negative pressure waves 
generated during transient event . The performance of the bypass proposed system with the 
elected protection alv s as imulated u ing Infosurge Model and found to remain 
within the acceptable operat ing ranges. This result proves the feasibi l i ty of supplying the 
water demands to Khabisi and Power House without any interruption in addition to 
en uring that the system fittings wi l l  not to be damaged . 
7.3 Cost ana lysis of p roposed bypass 
After estimating the total project cost and total bypass proposal savings in chapter 6 a 
project payback period can be estimated as fol lows : 
¢ Total bypa s project value = AED 6.6 Mi l l ion (about US  $ 1 . 808) 
¢ Total annual Energy, Operation and Maintenance costs AED 4.06 Mi l l ion (about US  $ 
1 . 1 1 Mi l l ion) .  
¢ Project Payback Period = AED 6.6 Mi l l ion / AED 4 .06 Mi l l ion = 1 .63 years which is 
about 1 year and 8 months.  
This concludes that after 1 year and 8 months, the annual saving wil l  be around AED 4 .06 
Mi l l ion ( around U S  $ 1 . 1 1 M i l l ion) .  These results demonstrate the feasibi l ity and probity 
of this proposa l .  
7.4 Conclus ions  a n d  reco m m en dat ions  
This study can be used as  a useful reference for future studies of water transmission and 
distribution systems in Al Ain region since i t  has determined the residual pressures and 
flows under different operation conditions and throughout the day. Beside that, the study 
should assist in reducing the potable water supply costs by minimizing the operation costs 
of the proposed bypassed pumping stations, saving spare parts requisit ion, maintenance, 
man-hours, etc . . .  with better water quality by e l iminating the stagnant time of high quality 
water in the reservoirs and supply the consumers directly from the water transmission 
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mam via propo ed bypas y tern .  i .e . ,  potable water con umers in Al Ain in general and 
in Khabi i and Power Hou e in particular wi l l  recei e un-interrupted water supply with 
better , ater quality and with 10  er costs through the proposed bypass system . However, 
the e i ting re ervoir and pump at the proposed bypa sed booster stat ions should be st i l l  
maintained, water circulated and frequently operated in  order to  be used for emergencies 
and during the upstream faci l ity planned shutdowns .  
The project payback wa found upon implementing the proposals in th is  study to be around 
1 year and 8 month . This study indicates highly profitable proposal knowing that the 
estimated sa ing is $ 1 . 1 1 Mi l l ion! year which makes this alternative very attractive from 
economical and technical points of view. 
After conducting this tudy and due to the -mentioned reasons (cost effective, better water 
quality, and safer water supply), it is strongly recommended to implement booster pumping 
tations b passes at AARS pumping stations, Khabisi and Power House immediately and 
without the need for consultancy fees to do the feasibi l ity study or concept design. 
In  addition, it is recommended to study transient ' s  generation downstream proposed bypass 
in detailed study covering a l l  required data in order to ensure that the di stribution system 
wi l l  be safe.  
It i s  worth mentioning that the current study l im its the analysis to the current exist ing 
demand patterns. However, it i s  vital and recommended to search new supply patterns 
associated with less energy consumption and targeting continuous supply to the customers. 
This can be further studied upon col lecting more data and deta i ls  in the distribution system 
and can be achieved using advanced optimization techniques. 
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